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Foreword
As flight control systems become capable of providing a variety
of aircraft response types and aircraft flight envelopes expand
to include a wider range of angle of attack and speed, the
increasingly
flying qualities becomes
to predict
ability
difficult. Traditional parameters, such as modal characteristics
and time delay, cannot totally capture the relationship of
The
aircraft dynamics, task performance and pilot workload.
success of the Handling Qualities During Tracking flight test
technique led to the thought that a series of demonstration
maneuvers could be defined for a variety of tasks which would
In
augment the normal aircraft flying qualities description.
and
must
be
well-defined
order to be useful, such maneuvers
suited to testing, must relate to the operational use of the
vehicle and must be sensitive to parameters used in the design
process.
The research documented in this four-volume report series has
developed a process by which these maneuvers can be defined and
set of maneuvers aimed primarily
validated as well as an initial
A key
at agility and the high-angle-of-attack flight regime.
limited resources did not allow this effort
word here is initial,
It is hoped that as
to address all aircraft types or missions.
their
own research, they
conduct
various agencies and companies
will develop additional or modified maneuvers and add them to
this existing set. This process will allow the maneuvers to keep
pace with the changes in aircraft technology and operational
New maneuvers should be sent to WL/FIGC_2,
missions and tasks.
An updated set of maneuvers and lessons
WPAFB OH, 45433-7531.
learned will be available either by mail, or electronically
For details, contact Tom
through the ARPANET computer network.
maneuver
set will provide
The
resulting
255-8674,,
at
(513)
Cord
a basis from which demonstration maneuvers for the verification
section of Mil-Std-1797B can be defined.
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Preface
This series of reports proposes aircraft maneuvers and general guidelines for the piloted
evaluation of aircraft flying qualities and agility. These maneuvers augment rather than replace
existing flying qualities evaluation techniques and are aimed prinwarily at expanded flight
envelopes. A process to develop new evaluation maneuvers that link operational requirements
to the design process is outlined and key concepts are. identified. A format for documenting
and selecting useful evaluation maneuvers is also described. Finally, the evaluation maneuvers
and data demonstrating their sensitivity to design parameter variations are described.
This documentation is organized into a sequence of four reports. The first report, subtitled
"Maneuver Development Process and Initial Maneuver Set," includes a detailed descriptiorn of
the research conducted as well as a summary of the results. It describes the maneuver
development process used during this research and key considerations for developing new
evaluation maneuvers. A brief summary of typical results observed for each maneuver tested is
also included. The second report, subtitled "Maneuver Descriptions and Selection Guide," is a
stand-alone document that describes the maneuvers tested during this research. It documrents
the intent of each maneuver, the aircraft attributes isolated, the techniques required to fly the
maneuver, as weU as presenting a cross reference to help select the most valuable maneuvers
for aircraft evaluation. The second report is the beginning of a standard maneuver reference
guide that will contain a wide variety of evaluation maneuvers for use throughout configuration
development and flight test. It is recommended that new and existing evaluation maneuvers be
added to this report to provide a source of evaluation maneuvers for the design and test
community. The third report, subtitled "Simulation Data," consists of detailed information on
the design parameter variations tested, subsequent statistical analyses conducted on the
simulation data, and pilot comments and ratings from the testing. The fourth report, subtitled
"Flight Test Plan," includes a preliminary test plan for the in-flight validation of the evaluation
maneuvers.
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Nomenclature
ADI

Attitude Director Indicator

AOA

Angle Of Attack

CAP
CIOL
GLOC
HARV
HQDT

Control Anticipation Parameter
Conventional Takeoff and Landing
g Induced Loss Of Consciousness
High Alpha Research Vehicle
Ht-andling Qualities During Tracking

HUD
IRAD)

Head-Up Display
Internal Research and Development

MDA
MUSIC

McDonnell Douglas Aerospace
Multi-System Integrated Controls

PA
PIO
PRR
S/MTD
STEMS

Power Approach
Pilot Induced Oscillation
Pitch Recovery Rating
STOL and Maneuvering Technology Demonstrator
Standard Evaluation Maneuver Set

STOL

Short Takeoff and Landing

Chapter 1

Overview
The Standard Evaluation Maneuver Set (STEMS) is a collection of aircraft n. ieuvers that
can be used to expose flying qualities and agility deficiencies as well as demonstrate capabilities
in an operationally representative environment. STEMS maneuvers provide a link between the
design of an aircraft and its operational use as shown in Figure 1. These maneuvers can be
used to identify deficiencies while an aircraft is still in the design, development, or flight test
stage rather than uncovering problems after a vehicle has entered operational use. They were
not developed to compare an aircraft against specification parameters, but instead they provide
a true evaluation of the flying qualities and agility of an aircraft in an operationally
representative environment. These maneuvers also have been applied to the flight envelope
expansion phase of flight test programs and could be used for aircraft-to-aircraft comparisons.
A key goal during the development of these maneuvers was to establish a link between
operational requirements and the design process. This link ensures that the maneuvers can be
used during the design process while emulating the dynamic requirements observed in an
operational environment. This blends operational needs back into a repeatable, useful
evaluation maneuver similar to the Handl:ng Qualities During Tracking (HQDT) techniques. 1
By using an operationally relevant maiieuver, the aircraft design can be evaluated in a fashion
more like it will be used by the pilots. True opeKrational relevance is somewhat unlikely for a
tidance. However, the STEMS
maneuver that is intended to be repeatable and provide desig
mancuvers are designed to require similar dynamic requirements to those needed during
oleratiotal missions. This is what is icant by the termn operationally relevant in this report.
'The STIý'lMIS ii tanc uvers allow the evaluation of a range of flying qualities and agility
characterist ic,'. SonicIn1anetevers tend to isolate a single axis while others are n hiplc-ax is
ta., ks that are use
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Figure 1.

Evaluation Maneuvers T;e Operational Requirements to Design

2

Several of these maneuvers may be suitable for the development of design criteria or tactical
utility studies. However, this research was not intended to be a criteria development effort or a
tactical ufiflity study. Instead, a sensitivity between each maneuver and various design
parameters was established. Therefore, the designer now has an evaluation tool that can be
used to measure changes in aircraft characteristics. Detailed simulation data for the initial 20
STEMS maneuvers is contained in Reference 2 and might be useful for future criteria
development or tactical utility studies because it contains measure of merit data and pilot
comments for numerous desigp parameter variations.
The Standard Evaluation Maneuver Set is intended to be a "living" documer., with periodic
updates of additional evaluation maneuvers. Any additional maneuvers or experiences using
STEMS should be forwarded to Wright Laboratory/FIGC 2, where the STEMS maneuver
reference guide will te maintained and distributed. The initial set of maneuvers developed
under the STEMS contract do not define a complete set of evaluation maneavers. These
maneuvers are meant to augment existing evaluation maneuvers. A much wider selection of
maneuvers is required to evaluate an aircraft thoroughly. As a result, additional existing
maneuvers, as well as new maneuvers, should be added to this document as they are
developed. This will allow STEMS to be updated as new capabilities or technologies are
developed.
This research also resulted in the definition of an effective and efficient maneuver
development process so that additional maneuvers could be generated as the need arises. Such
a process is desirable because this effort could not define a complete set of evaluation
maneuvers. Instead it documents an initial set of standard maneuvers with the hope that others
will continue to add useful evaluation maneuvers. Reference 3 contains a description of the
recommended maneuver development process, a summr-y of the study used to generate Ohe
initial 20 evaluation mimeuvers, and typical results tor the maneuvers.
Sorre of 1!ý.'STE MS maneuvers have becn validated with in-flight testing. I lowever, a
comprehensive ilight tes: validation program is recommended and initial suggestions toward a
tlight test plan al, presenmted in Recferenice 4. T'his Ilight test plan was Written to help transition
the expcricncc obtained while (vchy0j)ilg

these miiMaCIuvcrs in si Iulat ion to a flight Itst

validation prograr n It is writtcn genecrically sdo !ha it can bC mnodi!hed or any aircraft, bha it is
allned towards "icr(aift with high augh: (i ata{ck A(
AA) capability.
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This report is a stand-alone reference guide that contains the maneuver descriptions, a guide
for the selection of maneuvers, and guidelines for the documentation of new evaluation
maneuvers. Chapter 2 contains guidelines for the consistent documentation of evaluation
maneuvers and describes terms and concepts necessary for the application of STEMS
maneuvers. Chapter 3 includes a maneuver selection guide that can be used to help identify the
best maneuvers for a particular application. Finally Chapter 4 contains descriptions of all of the
STEMS maneuvers.

Chapter 2
Maneuiver D~ocumentation
A short mancuver description fonin has been designed to Summarize evaluatio~n maneuvers.
This form is shown in Figure 2 and contains all of the key information icequired to understand
and execute a nmanieuver. Only the most importanit information is contained on this page.
Additional infR~mation can be included in narrative text that accompanies each maneuver. It
may be beneficaia to update and improve this maneuver description for-m over time, but it is
recommended that a standard format continue to be used to document additional maneuvers.
Page # of #

t5SEMS

Maneuver Neme

Intent:

44

AppIlicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class:
Category:
Phase:

4

Performance
Objective

Aircraft Attributes

Why?

-

What?

Operational
Applicalions

Target Setup and Maneuver:

Hw

Setup:
Maneuver:

Suggested Cooper-H-arper Rating Performanct. Standards:

Desired:

Starting Guidelines to
Develop Performance

Adequate:

Criteria

Comments and Notes:

Miscellaneous
Info, matiori

Potential Maneuver Variations

Alternate Methods of
Conducting Maneuver

Variation A:
Variation B:
Figure 2.

Maneuve,ýr Description Form

Nlaricivcrs Sh 01,1(1 he Wruit(ci gciicrical ly so) ltht Ihey (,an he taili red to stitl specific test
)hjcCCtCNýTC
v .Ilc
i
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flighlt ISMIues, OF1
ltini(LuC caJtahlIi ties. AdditiOnall1y. slWLciIic' setups nkayý nteed to be altered based
km the test aircratt perfOnnanliec

clipablilliic." (and tarLget air-craft, it' a talgcr is required). T[he

maneuver description form describes representative test conditions such as airspeed, altitude,
and AOA, but zhe specific conditions to be tested are left to the evaluator. Multiple variations
of the maneuver are also briefly desc'ibed to show potentially useful alternative approaches
such as testing throttle setting variations for configurations with thrust vectoring. In general,
the maneuvers are stnrctured so that they can be modified to best evaluate the specific aircraft
and test objectives.
The features of the maneuver description form are shown in Figure 2. The various sections
of the maneuver description form describe: 1) the reasons why the maneuver would be flown,
2) what type of attributes it measures, 3) the operational relevance of the maneuver, 4) how to
set up and fly the maneuver, 5) guidelines on developing Cooper-Harper Ratiag 5 performance
criteria, 6) important notes and cormnents about the maneuver, and 7) potential variations to the
maneuver. A narrative description also accompanies each maneuver to document additional
information not found on the maneuver description form. Each section of the maneuver
description form is described below.
Maneuver Name
The maneuver name should be short and descriptive.
Intent
This is used to provide a brief description of why the maneuver should
be used to evaluate an aircraft. It also contains a general statement of the
type of data that can be expected from the iaaneuver.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories
The type of aircraft that can be tested with the maneuver and the mission
it is designed to evaluate are documented in this section. The aircraft
classes and categories from the military flying qualities standard are
used to provide a link to the information in MII-STD- 1797A. 6 The
criteria and lessons learned in MIL-STD- 1797A should be used in
conjunction with STEMS.

6

Performance Objective
This block is used to describe the primary aircraft characteristic that is
isolated by the maneuver and/or include a brief description of the
performance attribute required to perform the task. Example entries
include: "maintain adequate nose-down pitch control while rolling,"
"generate maximum pitch rates and sustain a high pitch rate through a
large pitch angle change," "precisely track a target over a wide range of
AOA," and "maintain pitch control and authority through a loop."
Aircraft Attributes
Brief phrases that describe the aircraft characteristics exhibited during
the maneuver are included here. The list of attributes should define the
primary attributes that are most strongly evaluated and can include some
of the more important secondary attributes that are also observed during
the maneuver. The attributes should be selected from a limited list so
that the maneuvers can be effectively cross-referenced by their
attributes. The list of aircraft attributes is intended to be a relatively
short, mnanageable list. It should not include too specific attributes or it
will become less useful as an index. For example, 30' AOA
longitudinal flying qualities would be much too restrictive to be used
effectively in a search. Figure 3 shows the current list of attributes
which is adequate to describe the current evaluation maneuvers.
Additional attributes may need to be added

Ps

more maneuvers are

included in STEMS-

Roll Coordination
Pitch Performance
- Roll Performance
- Turn Performance
• Axial Performance
- Maneuverability
- PlO Tendencies
. Departure Resistance
• Frontside/Backside Operatiu:

"*Longitudinal Flying Qualities
"*Lateral Flying Quaiities
"*Directional Flying Qualities
"*Axial Flying Qualities
"*Multi-Axis Flying Qualities
"*Pitch Authority
"•AOA Authority
"-Roll Authority
"*Pitch Control Maigin

*
*

Figure 3 Current List of Atlcraft Attributes
,-

Operational Applications
A description of related operational maneuvers is included in this
section. The dynamic characteristics and requirements of the evaluation
maneuver should be similar to those experienced during training
exercises or actual missions. The operational applications listed for a
maneuver do not necessarily comprise an exhaustive list, but a few
important examples are included to help describe the intent of the
maneuver'.

Target Setup and Maneuver
This section is only shown if a target aircraft is required to perform the
maneuver. The initial conditions and relative geometry of the aircraft
should be specified. If a sequence of maneuvers is recommended to
establish the proper initial conditions, it can also be described here.
Drawings are beneficial for more complex setups. The target trajectory
and/or pilot inputs required to fly the proper path should also be
described in this section. The target setup and maneuver may require
some refinement by the user depending upon the performance
characteristics of the aircraft.
Setup
The setup section is used to describe the initial position of the evaluation
aircraft and/or any maneuvering required to establish the proper test
conditions. Some maneuvers may require somewhat complex
maneuvering to establish a necessary condition for data taking. Any
part of the maneuver that is not intended for evaluation should be
described in this section. Delineating the setup from the actual
maneuver helps focus the evaluiation on the intended characteristics.
Maneuver
The execution ot the maneuver is detailed in this section. It should be
worded as clearly as possible and 'pecity any key requirements that the
9

pilot must follow. If"certain pilot techniques are required, hey should
be described. Capture tolerances should be recommended if a target (or
parameter such as pitch attitude) is to be acquired during tile maneuver.
It may also be useful to test the aircraft using specific weapon systems
and displays to evaluate the entire system. I lowever, it is recommended
that fixed reticle testing also be conducted to help isolate flying qualities
deficiencies of tile aircraft. Weapon launch requirements can also be
used to judge performance during evalhation maneuvers that are very
closely related to operational tasks.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards
This section indicates whether or not the maneuver is suitable for pilot
ratings. The Cooper-Harper Rating scale 5 was not designed for openloop tasks and should not be used for those maneuvers. Also, some
closed-loop maneuvers may not be suitable for Cooper-hiarper Ratings
because of variability in the task or the use of multiple tasks in a single
maneuver. Cooper-Harper Ratings may be attempted with these tasks,
but the results must be treated cautiously and the pilot comments become
even more critical. This section lists possible performance standards for
maneuvers that are well suited for Cooper-Harper evaluations. These
pcitormance standards must be considered carefully because they can
strongly influence the outcome of the evaluation. Tile performance
criteria shown in this report are only suggestions and may be altered to
suii the user's needs or test objectives better. When using a maneuver
to develop new design criteria, it is important to clearly document the
performance criteria used so that others can compare their results.
Finally, it is important to maintain consistent perforrnanc, criteria when
comparing data to previously developed design criteria.

It is highly desirable to fit the above described sections onto a single page so that it can be a
convenient and quick referencc that ,umniarizes key points of teic manleuver. Tihe following
sections can be coWHtinuned on the first page or be included onl additional pages as nccessýry.

Comments and Notes
This section is used to list some important points to consider prior to
flying the maneuver or modifying it for a specific test objective. A
variety of information can be contained here, but should include only
key lxpints for emphasis. Additional details can be included with the
narrative page that accompanies the maneuver. Any potential human
factors concerns such as possible g induced Loss Of Consciousness
(GLOC) or spatial disorientation should be listed here. Notes that
describe the maneuver's sensitivity to initial conditions or references to
additional sources of documentation on the maneuver can be included.
Potential Maneuver Variations
This section is used to describe maneuver variations that may also be
tested (or tested in place of the primary description) depending upon test
needs. Only the section(s) of the maneuver that are affected need to be
shown (i.e. only the Setup section would be described if a variation was
designed to alter the setup for flight test evaluations). Common
variations include the flight condition and the power setting used during
the evaluations. The power setting variations, for example, may be very
important when testing an aircraft with thrust vectoring.
The maneuvers are loosely categorized as individual maneuvers, maneuver sequences, or
freestyle maneuvers, Figure 4. It is difficult, as well as unnecessary, to strictly classify each
maneuver as one of these types, since some maneuvers contain elements of each. However,
these categories may be used as a general indicator of the nature of maneuver. Individual
maneuvers are defined to be the most basic element of a maneuver, and they cannot be broken
down further. Examples of individual maneuvers include the following: full stick pitch pull,
nose-high pushover, and a 360* roll with no capture required. Maneuver sequences can be
visualized as combinations of individual maneuvers. A pop-up ground attack maneuver can be
thought of as a maneuver sequence because the pilot pulls to a desired pitch attitude, climbs to a
given altitude, rolls inverted, pulls to and captures a target, then rolls back to wings level while
tracking the target. As the name implies, freestyle raneuvers allow the pilot a great deal of
freedom to fly the maneuver. Basically only the start and end c iditions are specified for a
freestyle maneuver. The pilot has the freedom to maneuver in aiy method to transition from
10

one state to the other state. An example freestyle maneuver would be a minimum tinmi 180'
heaiding change where the pilot is allowed to try a variety of tactics.
The advantage of classifying a maneuver is that it assists in defining the pilot techniques
allowed and helps determine the type of data analysis that can be conducted. Individual
maneuvers are generally best to gather quantitative data because they contain less variability.
They are developed to isolate a single task and as a result they tend to be simpler and more
repeatable. Maneuver sequences are usually more complex to analyze. They are composed of'
several tasks, each of which often depends upon the outcome of the previous task. As a result,
it may be more useful to see how a configuration transitions between tasks rather than
measuring the overall outcome. High quality quantitative data tends to be more difficult to
obtain from maneuver sequences because of the added variability. Freestyle maneuvers result
in much better qualitative data than quantitative data and even the qualitative data may be
difficult to use for design guidance. The freestyle maneuvers may be best suited for
demonstrating unique capabilities of an aircraft and compating various techniques to perform a
maneuver objective. Freestyle maneuvers may also be useful to test a configuration over a
wider range of flight conditions, aircraft states, and pilot inputs.

Individual Maneuvers
Figure 4.

Maneuver Sequences

Freestyle Maneuvers

Maneuvers Can Generally Be Classified Into Three Categories
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Chapter 3
Maneuver Selection Guide
A maneuver selection guide is included in this section to help the user choose evaluation
maneuvers that best suit specific aircraft and test objectives. Cross reference tables are
included to help the user r.

ýw general characteristics of each maneuver and isolate maneuvers

that have been used to evaluate specific design parameters. Additional cross reference tables
are included to help find all of the maneuvers that expose a particular aircraft attribute. These
cross references can be consulted to select potential evaluation maneuvers. The maneuver
description sheets and accompanying narrative text then can be further examined to determine
the best rnaneuvers for specific test objectives. In particular, additional information listed in the
Intent, Performance Objective, and Operational Application sections of each maneuver
description form can be reviewed to help make the final maneuver selection.
General characteristics of the STEMS maneuvers have been identified and are shown in
Figure 5. This chart can be used to help screen for potentially useful evaluation maneuvers
based on specific aircraft characteristics and test objectives such as flight envelope, axis, and
data required. Five major categories are shown on this figure including: applicable flight
envelope, primary evaluation axis, data type generated, precision required, and maneuver type.
These categories are intended to help guide the user to select maneuvers that are most closely
aligned with specific test needs. More thar1 one check mark may appear in each category for
certain maneuvers indicating a wide range of applicability. For instance, some maneuvers may
be valid to apply in the conventional envelope as well as at high AOA. Also, some maneuvers
may require a segment of moderate precision as well as tight control or may contain shades of
an individual maneuver and . maneuver sequence.
A table of key design parameters and the maneuvers that have been used to successfully
evaluate them is shown in Figure 6. This table can be used if a designer wants to evaluate the
effects of altering a specific design parameter. This table repeats the quantitativcAualitative
data coluirni ftnnd in Figure 5 so that the user knows whether to expect numerical data or pilot
colinimentS trloiln cach

The
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indicate a 1ack of test data for evaluation.
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recommended. Test experience with any of the STEMS maneuvers should be sent to Wright
Laboratory/FIGC_2 so that this table can be expanded and improved for future use.
A final maneuver cross reference is included in this section to help screen for potentially
useful evaluation maneuvers. Figure 7 shows each of the aircraft attributes and lists all of the
maneuvers that can be used to isolate that attribute. This cross reference can be used when
planning a test to evaluate a specific attribute or to ensure that a wide range of aircraft
characteristics are considered. This attribute cross reference should also be updated as new

maneuvers are added to STEMS.
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Design Parameters Evaluated With STEMS Maneuvers
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Longitudinal Flying Qualities
1 Tracking During High AOA Sweep
2 High AOA Tracking
4 Di al Attack
7 Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture
8 Crossing Target Acq and Track
10 High AOA Lon Gross Acquisition
11 Sharkenhausen
18 Tanker Boom Tracking
19 Tracking in PA
20 Offset Approach to Landing

Multi-Axis Flying Qualities
1 Tracking During High AOA Sweep
4 Dual Attack
8 Crossing Target Acq and Track
11 Sharkenhausen
18 Tanker Boom Tracking
19 Tracking in PA
2u Offset Approach to Landing
Pitch Authority
5 Rolling Defense
6 Maximum Pitch Pull
9 Pitch Rate Reserve
14 Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop
16 1-g Stabilized Pushover
17 J-turn

Lateral Flying Qualities
1 Tracking During High AOA Sweep
2 High AOA Tracking
3 High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition
4 Dual Attack
8 Crossing Target Acq and Track
11 Sharkenhausen
13 High AOA Roll and Capture
18 Tanker Boom Tracking
19 Tracking in PA
20 Offset Approach to Landing

Roll Authority
5 Rolling Defense
12 High AOA Roll Reversal
1 7 J-turn
Pitch Control Margin
5 Rolling Defense
16 1-g Stabilized Pushover

Directlonal Flying Qualities
1 Tracking During High AOA Sweep
2 High AOA Tracking
4 Dual Attack
8 Crossing Target Acq and Track
11 Sharkenhausen
18 Tanker Boom I racking
19 1racking in PA
20 Offset Approach to Landing

Roll Coordination
5 Rolling Defense
1 2 Hioh AOA Roll Reversal
13 H ig AOA Roll and Capture
Pitch Performance
4 Dual Attack
7 Nose Up Pitch Angle Capture
8 Crossing Targel Acq and Irack
9 Pitch Rate Reserve
10() igh AOA Lon Gross Acquisition
11 Sharkenhausen
1 5 Minimum lime 180- Ileadinr Change
16 1 g Sl(býlta:ized F.t sov(r
17 J tril

Axial Flying Qualities
18 tanker Boorn Tracking
19 Tracking in PA
20 Olfset Approach to Landing

Figure 7.

ManeLuver Cross Reference by Aircraft Attributes
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Roll Performance
3 High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition
4 Dual Attack
8 Crossing Target Acq and Track
11 Sharkenhausen
1 2 High AOA Roll Reversal
13 High AOA Roll and Capture
14 Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop
15 Minimum Time 180" Heading Change
17 J-turn

PIO Tendencies
1 Tracking During High AOA Sweep
2 High AOA Tracking
3 High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition
7 Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture
8 Crossing Target Acq and Track
10 High AOA Lon Gross Acquisition
11 Sharkenhausen
18 Tanker Boom Tracking
20 Offset Approach to Landing

Turn Performance
4 Dual Attack
8 Crossing Target Acq and Tracking
9 Pitch Rate Reserve
11 Sharkenhausen
14 Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop

Departure Resistance
5 Rolling Defense
6 Maximum Pitch Pull
9 Pitch Rate Reserve
12 High AOA Roll Reversal
14 Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop

Axial Performance
14 Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop
15 Minimum Time 180" Heading Change

Frontslde/Backslde Operation
19 Tracking in PA
20 Offset Approach to Landing

Maneuverability
6 Maximum Piich Pull
7 Nose-Up Pitch Angle Ca.pture
9 Pitch Rate Reserve
11 Sharkenhausen
14 Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop
15 Minimum -ime 180' 1leading Change
20 Offset Approach to Landing

Figure 7.

Maneuver Cross Reference by Aircraft Attributes (Cont)

Chapter 4
Evaluation Maneuver Descriptiens
This section contains the standard evaluation maneuvers. Man,ý:iver description sheets and
additional narrative with supporting information are included. Many of the high AOA
maneuvers could be departure prone depend.i:7 u;ipn the particular aircraft being evaluated.
Therefore they require that envelope expansion testing be completed prior to evaluation, or they
can be conducted in a build-up fashion as part of an envelope expansion effort. it is
recommended that the STEMS maneuvers be revieweu ar,J potentially modified prior to flight
based on each aircraft's unique characteristics. Details such as desired test airspeed, angle of
attack, throttle setting, etc. should be specified according to the test objectives.

JC

STEM 1: Tracking During High AOA Sweep
Tracking During High AOA Sweep is a good maneuver to evaluate longitudinal, lateral, and
directional precision flying qualities over a wide AOA range. This task allows the evaluation of
spot tracking capabilities and the ability to make aim point corrections. This maneuver also has
a strong link to operational requirements and is a direct extension of the Handling Qualities
During Tracking (fIQDT) technique. I It can be used to evaluate tracking over a wide AOA
range and identify potential problem areas. If any problems are uncovered, the High AOA
Tracking maneuver (STEM 2) can be used to isolate an AOA for closer investigation. Pilot
comments constitute the primary source of data. Pilot ratings were taken during simulation,
but the comments proved to be much more valuable since the pilot is evaluating such a wide
range of AOA and a variety of axes. This maneuver does not tend to generate good quantitative
measure of merit data because of the closed-loop nature of the task. The Tracking During High
AOA Sweep was successfully used to evaluate variations in roll sensitivity, roll mode time
constant, short period frequency, and short period damping.
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STEM i: Tracking During High AOA Sweep

"WtSEMS
Intent:
This maneuver allows an evaluation of the tracking capabilities of an aircraft over a wide range of AOA. It
is intended to be used to isolate potential tracking problems that can be studied in more detail with a
stabilized tracking task. This maneuver generates qualitative data.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Phase: CO
Category: A
Class: IV
Performance Objective
Precisely track a target over a
wide range of AOA.

Aircraft Attributes
Longitudinal flying qualities
Lateral flying qualities
Directional flying qualities
Multi-axis flying qualities
AOA authority
PIO tendencies

Operational Applications
Stabilized guns tracking
Minimum range boresight tracking

Target Setup and Maneuver:
The target begins co-speed with the evaluation aircraft at approximately 350 KCAS. The target enters a
descending constant g turn (2500 fpm. 4g).
Setup:
The test aircraft begins directly in trail of the target. The test aircraft follows the target in a pure pursuit
guns track, adjusting power to allow a slow AOA build up until tracking can no longer be maintained.
Maneuver:
Two evaluations can be conducted. The first is to evaluate spot tracking capability and the second is to
evaluate the ability to make rapid aim point changes on the target. During the point tracking evaluation,
use a fixed 10 mil diameter reticle, noting changes in flying qualities over the full AOA range. During the
aim point recorrection evaluation, petiorm single axis repositions (of approximately 50 mils) to acquire
and track while Lsing a fixed 50 mil reticle. Perform repositions in each axis every 5" or 10' AOA.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
For the point tracking task:
Desired:
No PIO. Pipper within ±5 mils of aim point 50% of the task and within ±25 mils the
remainder of the task.
Adequate:

Pipper within ±5 mils of aim point 10% of the task and within ±25 mils the remainder of the
task.

For the aim point correction task:
Aggressively acquire aim point within the 50 mil reticle with no more than 1 overshoot and
Desired:
within desired time.
Adequate:

•

Aggressively acquire aim point within the 50 mil reticle with no more than 2 overshoots and
within adequate time.
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STEM 1: Tracking During High AOA Sweep

Comments and Notes:
1, This STEM is recommended to assist in the discovery of AOA ra2 1ges where potential tracking
deficiencies may occur. A more extensive tracking evaluation can then be conducted using STEM 2.
2.

The target profile may need to be modified based on aircraft performance. The maneuver can best
be modified in simulation prior to flight testing. The target load factor and descent rate can be varied
depending on the performance capabilities of both aircraft.
Potential Maneuver Variations

Variation A:
Maneuver:
The pilot can stabilize at 5" AOA increments rather than flying a smooth AOA sweep. This can be done
as long as enough excess energy is available. This allows an extended tracking evaluation.
Variation B:
Maneuver:
The pilot can potentially combine the tracking and reposition evaluations into one test. However
depending on the test aircraft and target aircraft performance characteristics, the pilot may not have
adequate evaluation time.
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STEM 2: Hligh AOA Tracking
The I iigh AOA Tracking maneuver was developed and extensively tested under McDonnell
Douglas Aerospace (MDA) Internal Research and Development (IRAD)7-9 and NASA

sponsored 1(,11 research. Specific variations of this maneuver were defined and tested at 30%,
45', and 600 angle of attack under NASA and MDA efforts. Detailed maneuver descriptions
can be found in References 8, 10, and II for each AOA tested. A general description, that can
be modified to a wide range of AOA, is shown on the maneuver description sheet. Specific
test conditions for 30%, 45%, and 600 AOA are shown in the Variations section. This maneuver
is designed to isolate the tracking characteristics at a specific AOA. and allow a piloted
evaluation of the spot tracking and aim point conrection capabilities. It can be used to isolate an
axis or evaluate multi-axis capabilities in the longitudinal, lateral, and directional axes. The
Tracking During High AOA Sweep maneuver (STEM 1) can be an effective maneuver to
expose potential problems initially. This maneuver can then be used to thoroughly evaluate a
specific condition or axis. Pilot comments constitute the primary data source. Ratings have
been used successfully to develop flying qualities criteria for a range of post-stall AOA. 8 - 1 1
This maneuver should not be used to generate quantitative measures of merit because of its
closed-loop nature. This ;ianeuver has been successfully used to evaluate variations in roll
sensitivity, roll mode time constant, short period frequency, and short period damping.
Testing has been conducted on aircraft models with AOA, AOA rate, pitch rute, and blended
longitudinal axis command systems. The High AOA Tracking maneuver was successfully
tested in flight during an Air Force Test Pilot School class project; 12 however, this testing was
at low to moderate AOA. This maneuver has also been flown on the NASA High Alpha
Research Vehicle (IIARV) at higher angles of attack.
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STEM 2: High AOA Tracking

"ýSEMS
Intent:
This maneuver is intended to expose tracking flying qualities characteristics at high AOA for a single axis.
A combination of precise tracking and small aim point corrections are used to evaluate tracking at a
specific angle of attack. This maneuver generates qualitative data.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: IV
Category: A
Phase: CO
Performance Objective
Precisely track a target at high
AOA.

Aircraft Attributes
Longitudinal flying qualities
Lateral flying qualities
Directional flying qualities
P10 tendencies

Operational Applications
Stabilized guns tracking
Minimum range boresight tracking

Target Setup and Maneuver:
Target aggressively rolls and pulls to establish a constant AOA descending turn. The target then adjusts
bank angle to maintain a predetermined airspeed.
Setup:
The test aircraft begins in 1-g level fiight approximately 1500 ft directly behind the target aircraft. Both
aircraft begin co-speed and co-heading. After the target rolls into a turn, the evaluation pilot should roll in
behind the target and go to a lag position. The pilot can then gradually pull to a stabilized tracking
position at the test AOA.
Maneuver:
The pilot should evaluate the ability to tightly track a point on the target and conduct 50 mil aim point
corrections on the target. Separate evaluations of the longitudinal and lateral axes should be conducted if
possible. Throttle changes may be required to approximately maintain the test AOA. When AOA
exceeds a desired range, break off the task and try to regain a stabilized tracking position at the test AOA.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
Desired:
No PlO. Pipper within ±5 mils of aim point 50% of the task and within ±25 mils tho
remainder of the task.
Adequate:

Pipper within ±5 mils of aim point 10% of the task and within ±25 mils the remainder of the
task.

Comments and Notes:
1. This maneuver was developed and tested under another effort. The general maneuver description is
given here. Specific maneuvers were developed for 30', 45', and 60' AOA. The 30" and 45" AOA
tasks are described in detail in NASA CR-4435, "Flying Qualities Criteria Development Through
Manned Simulation for 45' Angle of Attack - Final Report" and the 60' AOA task is described in
"Flying Qualities Criteria Development for 60' Angle of Attack" (a NASA CR to be published in 1993).
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EMSSTEM

2: High AoA Tracking

Potential Maneuver Variations
Variation A: (Specifics required for 30" AOA testing, F/A-18 target, HARV evaluation)
Target Setup and Maneuver:
Target starts at M-0.5, H-25000 ft. Target rolls and pulls to establish a descending turn at 25" AOA and
tries to maintain 160 ki.
Variation B: (Specifics required for 45" and 60" AOA testing, F/A-18 target, HARV evaluation)
Target Setup and Maneuver:
Target starts at M-,0.5, H-25000 ft. Target rolls and pulls to establish a descending turn at 30" AOA and
tries to maintain 160 kt.
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STEM 3: High AOA Lateral C(ross Acquisition
The I ligh AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition maneuver was developed and extensively to'sted
under MDA IRAI)7,x and NASA sponsored 10,1 research. Specific variations of this
maneuver were defined and tested at 300, 45% and (0° AOA under the NASA and MDA
efforts. Detailed maneuver descriptions can be found in References 8, 10, and 11 for each
AOA tested. A general description, that can be mod×ified to a wide range of AOA, is shown on
the maneuver description sheet. Specific test conditions for 30', 45", and 600 AOA are shown
in the Variations section. It can be used to isolate the high AOA lateral acquisition flying
qualities of a configuratiorn at a specific AOA. Specifically, the controllability of the capture
anid the roll rate achieved (or time to complete the task) can be evaluated during this task. Pilot
comments and ratings are the primary data generated from this maneuver. Data generated using
this maneuver has been used to develop flying qualities criteria for- various angles of
attack. 8 ,10,1

1

Measure of merit data may also be obtained with this maneuver, though it is

primarily intended as a flying qualities evaluation. Analyses conducted tinder NASA research
have shown some interesting correlations between measure of merit analyses and flying
qualities criteria boundaries. 1 1 This maneuver has been used to evaluate variations in
maximum roll rate, roll mode time constant, and thrust vectoring nozzle rate capabilities. This
maneuver was found to be flyable using aircraft with AOA and pitch rate longitudinal command
systems. The High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition maneuver was tested in flight during an
Air Force Test Pilot School project;

12

however, this testing was at low to moderate AOA. The

maneuver was also flown to evaluate high AOA roll capabilities of the X-29 and is planned for
evaluations of the HARV.
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STEM 3: High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition

-SEMS
Intent:
This maneuver is intended to isolate the flying qualities characteristics of an aircraft during a high AOA
lateral capture task. The data generated is primarily qualitative in nature but some quantitative data may
also be obtained.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Category: A
Phase: CO
Class: IV
Performance Objective
Conduct a high AOA gross
acquisition of a target aircraft.

Aircraft Attributes
Lateral flying qualities
Roll performance
PIO tendencies

Operational Applications
Shift targets
Turn reversal
Weapons acquisition
Nose intimidation

Target Setup and Maneuver:
The target rolls and pulls to establish a constant AOA descending turn. The target then adjusts bank
angle to maintain a predetermined airspeed.
Setup:
The test aircraft begins in 1-g level flight approximately 1500 ft behind and 1000 ft below the target aircraft.
When the target rolls, hesitate until target is approximately 100 to 20" off of nose (depends upon the test
AOA and aircraft lateral dynamics). Quickly pull to the test AOA and advance throttles to the desired test
setting. Hesitate momentarily (the length of hesitation will depend upon the roll performance of the test
aircraft and should be timed such that the roll and capture can occur at a relatively constant AOA).
Maneuver:
After setting the test AOA and hesitating momentarily, aggressively roll to capture target. Initiation of the
roll actually defines the beginning of the measurement portion of the maneuver. Maintain test AOA during
roll. Aggressively acquire the target within an 80 mil vertical band (or reticle). Limit evaluation to lateral
axis as much as possible. (Target can be captured slightly above or below the reticle to try to maintain
test AOA.)
Suggested Cooper.Harper Rating Performance Standards:
Aggressively acquire aim point within 80 mils laterally with no more than 1 lateral overshoot
Desired:
and within a desired :ime to accomplish the task.
Adequate:

Aggressively acquire aim point within 80 mils laterally with no more than 2 lateral overshoots
and within an adequate time to accomplish the task.
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STEM 3: High AOA Lateral Gross Acqui3ition

Comments and Notes:
1 A general maneuver description is given here. Specific maneuvers were developed for 30', 45, ano 60' AOA.
45 AOA tasks are described in detail in NASA CR-4435, "Flying Qualities Criteria Development Through Manne
Simulation for 45" Angle of Attack - Final Report" and the 60" AOA task is described in "Flying Qualities Criteria
Development for 60' Angle of Attack" (a NASA CR to be published in 1993).
2.

It is very beneficial to conduct training in a simulator for this maneuver prior to flight testing.

3.

The desired and adequate time referenced in the Cooper-Harper performance standards can be left
vague to try to identify an operationally meaningful time from the piloted data. The performance criteria times ca
strictly defined to reduce variability. The work presented in "Flying Qualities Criteria Development for 60" Anglei
indicates that 3.5 sec correlated with the pilots perception of desired time to perform this task at 60' AOA and 6_1
with adequate time.

4.

Maneuver should be flown at several different target AOAs.

5.

Various throttle settings can be tested.
Potential Maneuver Variations

Variation A: (Specifics required for 30' AOA testing, F/A-1 8 target, HARV evaluation)
Target Setup and Maneuver:
TarZgt starts at M-0.45, H-25000 ft. Target rolls and pulls to establisn a descending turn at 30' AOA and
tries to maintain 160-180 kt.
Variation B: (Specifics required for 45' and 60" AOA testing. F/A-18 target, HARV evaluatlon'
Target Setup and Maneuver:
Target starts at M-0.5. H-25000 ft. Target rolls and pulls to establish a descending turn at ,0" AQA and
tries to maintain 160-180 kt.
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STEM 4: Dual Attack
The Dual Attack maneuvwzr is an operationally relevant task that is excellent for
demonstrating the benefits of high AOA roll capability or comparing two aircraft with different
high AOA capabilities. It is also a useful evaluation maneuver to verify multi-axis flying
qualities over a wide maneuvering envelope. It simulates a multi-target engagement where high
AOA acquisition and tracking capabilities are needed. The maneuver can be flown using a
loaded roll technique between the two targets or an unload, roll, and pull technique to compare
aircraft with varying levels of high AOA roll authority. Variation D of this maneuver is
extremely useful to extend the length of the evaluation and provide a wider variety of target
acqivisitions. This variation can also result in very nose high evaluations after the targets turn
back toward the test aircraft because the targets tend to maintain a constant altitude while the
test aircraft continues to descend in altitude throughout the maneuver. The maneuver results in
much better qualitative data than quantitative. Pilot comments are the primary source of
evaluation data. Pilot ratings were not taken due to the unstructured nature of the task. Results
from this maneuver can be sensitive to pilot technique. The relative offset to the second target
becomes larger as the time required to capture the first target increases. This results in poor
numerical measures of merit but produces a good qualitative evaluation because some
predictability is removed; therefore, it is difficult to "game" the task. This maneuver has been
used to demonstrate the effects of maximum AOA authority, variations in longitudinal and
lateral dynamics, benefits of adding thrust vectoring, and vectoring nozzle rate limits. The
Dual Attack maneuver has been used to evaluate aircraft with AOA and blended rate command
systems in the longitudinal axis.
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STEM 4: Dual Attack

~kSEMS
Intent:
This maneuver is intended to exercise the acquisition capabilities of an aircraft through rapid multiple-axis
acquisitions of two target aircraft. The ability to reach high angles of attack and subsequently control the
aircraft is highlighted. The advantages of good high angle of attack roll performance can be
demonstrated.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Phase: CO
Cetegory: A
Class: IV
Performance Objective
Conduct a gross acquisition of a
target aircraft and then rapidly
maneuver to conduct a gross
acquisition of a second target.

Aircraft Attributes
Roll performance
Pitch performance
Turn performance
Longitudinal flying qualities
Lateral flying qualities
Directional flying qualities
Multi-axis flying qualities

Operational Applications
Minimum time to attack 2 aircraft

Target Setup and Maneuver:
Initial positions of target aircraft are described below. Both target aircraft maintain constant speed,
straight and level flight during the maneuver.
I sup:
All aircraft begin co-speed at Vmin and in straight and level flight as shown below.

A

Target
Aircraft #1

Target
Aircraft #2

5000

Test
Aircraft1>
AL

1500 ft 1.5 nm .._.i

Maneuver:
Maneuver to capture Targe3t Aircraft #1 within an 80 mil reticle in minimum time. Hold target aircraft #1 in
the reticle for 2 continuous seconds and then perform a loaded rotl to maneuver toward the second target
Capture target aircraft #2 within an 80 mil reticle for 2 seconds. The test aircraft can continue to reverse
between target #1 and target #2 with each reversal covering a larger anguiar offset.
Suggosted Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
It is not recommended to use the Cooper-Harper rating scale with this maneuver.
Comments and Notes:
1. The 5000 ft offset between the test and targ9t aircraft may need to be varied depending on the test
aircraft turn performance.
2.

An alternate setup was also tested in simulation. This setup is describod as Variation C and should
be easier to establish during flight test.

3.

A captive missile can be used to indicate a valid czpture on a target. When the pilot gets the tone on
an aircraft, he can immediately uncage the missile and simulate launcii, then acquire and fire on the
other target. This may add additional vwriability, but it enhances reaihsm
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STEM 4: Dual Attack
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Potential Maneuver Variations

Variation A:
Maneuver:
Three techniques can be tested when maneuvering from Target Aircraft #1 to #2. The maneuver
description calls for a loaded roll between targets #1 and #2 to emphasize the evaluation of high AOA roll
performance. An unloaded roll and pull to the second target can be used to emphasize pitch performance
and to directly compare with the loaded roll technique. Finally the pilot can be allowed a freestyle
evaluation of the maneuver; however, this will probably not differ significantly from the loaded or unloaded
technique.
Variation B:
Setup:
The foilowing airspeeds can be tested to cover a range of aircraft characteristics:
Vmin, (Vmin+Vc)/2, Vc
Variation C:
An alternate task setup, which should be easier to establish in flight test, was defined through simulation:
Target Setup and Maneuver:
Two targets begin abreast, approximately 2000-2500 ft ahead of the test aircraft. Both target aircraft
maintain constant speed during the maneuver. Target #2 maintains straight and level flight while target
#1 makes an initial 90" turn to the left and then maintains straight and level flight.
Setup:
All aircraft begin co-speed at Vmin and in straight and level flight as shown below.
Target
Aircraft #1
Test
Aircraft

j
1--500

ftI

Target
Aircraft #2

Maneuver:
After target #1 executes a turn, maintain straight and level flight. When target #1 reaches the test
aircraft's 3 o'clock position, aggressively maneuver to capture target #1 within an 80 mil reticle in
minimum time. Hold target #1 in the reticle for 2 continuous seconds and then perform a loaded roll to
maneuver toward the second target. Capture target #2 within an 80 mil reticle for 2 seconds. The test
aircraft can continue to revue:-, between target #1 and target #2 with each reversal covering a larger
angular offset.
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Variation D:
The length and usefulness of this maneuver can be extended by allowing the targets to turn back toward
the test aircraft after the range to target has become large. This enables additional acquisitions to be
performed by avoiding visual ioss of the targets. It is also convenient to bring the aircraft back together
for the next setup. The number of acquisitions that can be accomplished before the targets turn back in
depends upon the speed at which the maneuver is being conducted and the tast aircraft characteristics.
Range between the test and target aircraft should probably be used to determine when to have the
targets turn. The illustration below demonstrates a sequence of maneuvering.

Target

Aircraft #1
Test
Aircraft
Targef
Aircraft #2

3,)

STEM 5: Rolling Defense
The Roliaig Delense maneuver enables the evaluazio' of nose-dowa controi x:wer
rermaining while performing a roll. It has limited opernitonai application -- it i, specifically
designed to evaluate the aircraft control la,' inertia coupling compensation, It also
demonstrates tie ma:ximum roll perfbn-nace of an airci ifi, h should be conducted at various
angles of attack to check combinations of maximum roll rate capability and nose-down control
power. This maneuver generates primarily quantitative data. Time history data can be used to
evaluate control law gains and surface rate and pxosition limits. Some. pilot coMments may
result, but the dynamic nature of the task makes it a difficult one on which to conmment. This
maneuver requires additional practice because of the somewhat complex setup. During
simulation it was successfully used to show differences in maximum

oTll rate and nose down

control power. It has also been demonmstrated iMflight atr icdcrate AOA as part of an Air Force
Test Pilot School project. 13

!"ge0 1
STEM 5: Rolling Defemse

Intent:
This maneuver is pximarily intended as a contro! law evaluation to verity the nose-down pitch authority
remaining while in a roli~ng condition. Additional information about roll coordination and maximum roll rate
obtained. This maneuver primarily generates quantitative data but may also provide some
may so
pilot, comments.

Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Phase: CC)
Category,, A

Classi: IV

Performance Ob' ective
Maintain adequate nose-down
pitch control while rolling.

Aircraft Attributes
Pitch authority
Pitch contrul margin
Departure resistance
Roll coordinaticn
Roll authority

Operational Applications
Guns defense
Collision avoidance

Setup:
B3egin maneuver above test airspeed. initiate a level turn to achieve test AOA elect desired power
setting. As speed decays, maintain AQA and bank angle for level turn, When airspead reaches test
value, apply full roll controls (roll over the top) to reverse angle o~ bank while, maintaining target AQA.
Maneuver:
As soon as aircraft passes through the opposite 90' bank angle, apply full forward stick while maintaining
full roll controis. Maneuver ends at 10* AQA.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Staasdards:
It is not recomnmendedi to use the Cooper-Harper Rating scale with this maneuver.
Comments end Notes:
1. Various AOAs/airspeeds should be included in this testingi. The most critical cases for, inertia
coupling should be checked as well as any pinch-points in the nose-down pitching moment curve.
Potential Maqeuver Variations
Variationi A:
SetupPilot can hold a constant iorwjitudina! stick position during the initial roll instead of holding a constant ACA.
This may be easier for the pilot to fly and give direct information on) inertia coupling during the roll but mnay
riot result in as consistent condition for the push-over.
Variation B3:
Setup:
It is desirable to reach maximum roll rate. 'The bank angle change before applying full forward stick can
be adjusted to reach a higher roll rate. However, a relatively easily judged bank angle should be chosen
to increase the r4peatability of the maneuver.

STEM 6: Maximum Pitch Pall
The Maximum Pitch Pul! maneuver is a very simple, open-loop nmaneuver that is
operationally significant. It can be thought of as a maximum agility evaluation maneuver rather
than a flying aualities task due to its cen- loop nature. It is an important element of many other
maneuvers, and it is a simple, repeatable methxl to test an aircraft's response to a maxiniuni
pitch input. The Maximum Pitch Pull maneuver can also be used to help define setups and
limitations for other maneuvers (e.g. STEM 7 Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture, and STEM 1I
Sharkenhausen). Pitch response characteristics should be evaluated over a range of airspeed
using this maneuver. Setups for low airspeed evaluations and medium to high airspeed
evaluations have been d-fined. The low speed maneuver is useful for evaluating the pitch
onset, maximum pitch rate, and maximum AOA achievable. ýt was found to generate primarily
quantitative data; however, some pilot comments can aýso be gathered. During simulation it
was used to evaluate variations in short period frequency, short period damping, and rnaximum
AOA capability. Both A•OA and pitch rate command systems have been tested with this
maneuver.
A medium to high airspeed setup (Variation D) was also developed for thc Maximum Pitch
Pull maneuver. h requires the pilot to begin in a dive so that a larger angle change ,an be tested
before terminating tne maneuver due to excessive nose-high attitudes. The dive angle may be
modified to assist in rmaching a more stable setup. The medium to high speed version of this
maneuver may have: the potential for GLOC depending upon the configuration and flight
condition. Variation D is usetul for evaluating the pitch onset, maximum pitch rate, and
maximwn load factor achievedl, it was found to generate primarily quantitative data; however,
some pik:ot comt1nents can also be obtained.. During simulation it was used to evaluate
variations in short period frequency, short period damping, and maximnum load factor/AOA
capability.

V)
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Intent:
This maneuver represents a fundamental element of several maneuvers. It isolatec an aggressive, openloop longitudinal input over a range of airspeeds. It can be used to generate repeatable quantitative data
and some oualitative data.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: I, IV Category: A
Phase: CO
Performance Objective
Generate maximum pitch rates
and sustain a high pitch rate
through a large pitch angle.

Aircraft Attributes
Pitch authority
AOA authority
Maneuverability
Depaiture resistance

Operational App!catlons
Initiate lead turn in vertical
Pitch up for weapons shot
Post-weapons off-target pull
Generate overshoot (defensive)
Collision avoidance
Intimidate opponent

Setup:
Perform a wings level deceleration to target airspeed using a predetermined power setting. Stabilize flight
path (dy/dt=0), and set test power level. Level flight is desirable, but a steady dive may be necessary to
test high AOA/Iow speed conditions. The aim condition tolerance.r, are: airspeed ±5%, altitude +2,000
feet, less than 5" of bank angle throughout maneuver. The best setup technique for each aircraft can be
quickly determined with a simulator.

MAaneuver:
Urxpn meeting al! the initial condition criteria, aggressively input 2 full longitudinal stick pull (or placard
limit) and other aporopriate nose-up pitch controls. Use of lateral stick is allowed to maintain the bank
toir.ance of :±.5. liming of the maneUver begins when longitudinal stick is employed and ends when the
aircraft pitch rate has reduced to zero or the pitch angle has passed through the vertical.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
It is not recommended to use the Cooper-Harper rating scale with this maneuver because of its open-loop
n•.ture.
Comments and Notes:
1. Simulation should be conducted prior to flight test because the maneuver may result in unacceptable
atlitudes fot flight test, i.e. nose-high, slow speed.. The initial pitch attitude can be modified to improve
the. exit condition.

.10
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STEM 6: Maximum Pitch Pull
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Potential Mnneuver Variations
Variation A:
Selup:
The following airspeeds can be tested to cover a range of aircraft characteristics:
Vmin, (Vrnin+Vc)/2, and other low airspeeds as necessary.
Variation 8:
Setup:
Various throttle settings should be tested especially for thrust vectored configurations and for aircraft with
a significant vertical thrust line offset. It is recommended that idle, military, and maximum thrust settings
be tested.
Variation C:
Maneuver:
It may be possible to continue this maneuver with a high AOA roll to gather additional lateral information
from a single maneuver. The lateral data would probably not be as consistent as with a dedicated lateral
maneuver.
Variation D:
Setup:
A slightly different setup was identified for medium to high speed conditions:
Starting from above test condition altitude and below test airspeed, set dive angle at -15" and set desired
power level. [he aim condition tolerances are: airspeed ±5%, altitude ±2,000 feet, pitch angle ±5, less
than 5' of bank angle throughout maneuver. The best set up technique for each aircraft can be q.uicily
determined with a simulator.
The following airspeeds can be tested to r,;over a range of aircraft charactcristics:
Vc, 0.9Vmax(mil), 1/2"(Vc+Vmax), and other medium and high airspeeds 2s necessary.
Note that depending upon the configuration, a potential for GLOC exists with this maneuver.
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STEM 7: Nose-Uip Pitch Angle (CUapfure
The Nose-(Ip Pitch Angle Capture is a we ll-IKIown maeCuver that tcvnds to he useful for

flying qualities evaluations and is extremely olprationally relevant. It is a simple maneuver that
isolates a longitudinal capture task of a target aircraft. A pitch attitude capture can be
accomplished using the Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) and/or I lead-Up Display (I IUD)), but

a target aircraft is highly recommended, The use of a target resulted in a more realistic task
with higher pilot gains. The pilots had to alter t[eir technique to compensate for the displays if
a target aircraft was not being used for the capture task. The HlUD displays moved too fast to
allow a very aggressive capture.
The setup for this maneuver is identical to the Maximum Pitch Pull maneuver (STEM 6).
Low airspeed and me.1dium to high airspeed settups are defined just as they are for STEM 6.
"Thepilot input should be aggressive for this task, however full stick is not necessarily
required. Various pilot techniques should be, examnined. A variety of pitch attitudes can be
examined. but care should k., taken to avoid capiuring the target near a performance limit. If
the capture angle is chosen near the maximum obtained from STEM 6, then the flying qualities
of the aircraft can be masked because the pitch rate may naturally slow down near that
maximum pitch angle: therefore, any flying qualities deficiencies may be hidden- Overall, this
rmaieuver generated good flying qualities data, pilot comments, and ratings, but it resulted in
very few good measures of merit. As a result, it is recommended that this maneuver be used
primarily for comments and ratings although s-)me quantitative data may be collected. The low
airspeed setup was used to successfully evaluate variations in short period frequency, short
period damping, longitudinal stik sensitivity, and nonlinear longitudinal command gradients.
Angle of attack, AOA rate, and pitch rate command systems were tested at the low airspeed
flight condition. The medium to high airspeed setup was used to successfully evaluate
variations in Control Anticipation Parameter (CAP), short period damping, and nonlinear
longitudinal stick shaping. This STEM was also used successfully to evaluate the pitch
characteristics of a transport aircraft (using a much smaller range of pitch attitudes). Extensive

in-flight testing has also been conducted using similar pitch angle capture tasks. 14-15
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STEM 7: Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture

Intent:
This maneuver represents a fundamental element of several maneuvers. It isolates an aggressive
longitudinal capture task at low airspeed. It is best suited to generate qualitative data but also provides
some quantitative data.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: IV
Category: A
Phase: CO, WD
Performance Objective
Pitch and capture a target in
minimum time.

Aircraft Attributes
Longitudinal flying qualities
Pitch performance
PIO tendencies
Maneuverability

Operational Applications
Launch missile at bandit
Intimidate opponent
Guns attack

Target Setup and Maneuver:
Fly straight and level at a constant speed with the initial downrange and altitude set to establish the
desired capture angle. Fly slightly slower than the test aircraft initial speed so that the formation can be
more easily maint3ined as the test aircraft performs captures. Target needs to be distant to maintain the
desired angle during the maneuver.
Setup:
Perform a wings level deceleration to target airspeed using a predetermined power setting. Stabilize flight
path (d-y/dt-0), and set test power level. The aim condition tolerances are: airspeed ±5%, altitude ±2,000
feet, less than 5" of bank angle throughout maneuver. The best setup technique for each aircraft can be
quickly determined with a simulator.
Maneuver:
Upon completing the setup, the pilot uses longitudinal stick to capture the target pitch angle as quickly as
possible and maintain attitude within an 80 mi: horizontal band (or reticle) (approximately ±2') for 1
second. The pilot should experiment to find the best technique to minimize capture time. Use of lateral
stick is allowed to maintain the bank tolerance of ±5'. Timing of the maneuver begins when longitudinal
stick is employed and ends when the aircraft first meets the capture criteria successfUllyr
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
Desired:
Aggressively acquire aim point within the 80 mil error bars with no more than 1 longitudinal
overshoot and within desired time.
Adequate:

Aggressively acquire aim point within the 80 rail error bars with no more than 2 longitudinal
overshoots and within adequate time.

Comments and Notes:
1. A pitch attitude can be chosen so that the capture occurs during a transient maneuver (maximum
pitch rate is not attained before the pilot begins the capture'. A larger pitch attitude can also be
chosen so that the maximum pitch rate is attained before the pilot begins to capture the desired pitch
attitude. S1 EM 6 can be flown prior to this maneuver to help select appropriate pitch attitudes.
2.

A target aircraft is desirable if available, but the task can be performed with head-down di;plays or a
HUD Modified HUD displays might allow more aggressive maneuvers because a standard pitch
ladder may move too fast to enable aggressive accurate captures.

31

Do not conduct capture.; near the maximumri pitch angle achievable (detrrmined from SIEM 6). A
capture at or near this maximum attainable pitch angle can mask flying qualities deficiencies because
the aircraft is hitting a performance limitation.
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Potential Maneuver Variations
Variation A:
Setup:
The following airspeeds can be tested to cover a range of aircraft characteristics:
Vmin, (Vmin+Vc)/2, and other low airspeeds as necessary.
Variation B:
Setup:
Various throttle settings should be tested especially for thrust vectored contigurations and for aircraft with
a sigrificant vertical thrust line offset. It is recommended that idle, military, and maximum thrust settings
be tested.
Variation C:
Setup:
A slightly different setup was identified for medium to high speed conditions:
Stailing from above test condition altitude and below test airspeed, set dive angle at -15" and set desired
power level. The aim condition tolerances are: airspeed ±5%, altitude ±2,000 feet, pitch angle ±5, less
than 5" of bank angle throughout maneuver. The best set up technique for each aircraft can be quickly
determined with a simulator.
The following airspeeds can be tested to cover a range of aircraft characteristics:
Vc, 0.9Vmax(rnjil), (Vc+Vmax)/2, and other medium and high airspeeds as necessary.

45

STEM 8: Crossing Target Acquisition and Tracking
The Crossing Target Acquisition and Tracking maneuver involves a multiplc-axis
acquisition and tracking of an air-to-air target. It can be used to evaluate the overall harmony of
a configuration, including the blending between acquisition and tracking. The maneuver
begins with a primarily pitch acquisition which is immediately followed by a pitch/roll/yaw
tracking task that occurs while the pilot is unloading the aircraft and reversing to follow the
target. The task then transitions back to a pure pitch tracking task at the end. It is useful to
evaiuate this maneuver with various pilot techniques (as described in Variation C). Pilot
comments are the primary source of data from this maneuver because it is too free-form to
calculate and correlate measures of merit effectively. Pilot ratings were also taken, however the
pilot comments tended to be more valuable due to the multi-axis, multi-task nature of the
maneuver. It was effectively used to evaluate variations in short period frequency, roll rate
command sensitivity, and roll mode time constant. Finally, it was flown with both AOA and
AOA rate command systems.

T7
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Intent:
Tnis maneuver allows the acquisition and tracking capabilities of an aircraft to be exercised through a
multiple-axis acquisition of a target aircraft. The maneuver will require the test aircraft to generate and
stop a pitch rate to capture the target as well as perfoarn a multiple axis tracking task on a crossing target.
The ability to pull to moderately high AOA, stop the pitch rate, I.terally track a target while unloading in
AOA, and then transition to longitudinal tracking are tested.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: IV
Category: A
Phase: CO
Performance Objective
Conduct acquisition and tracking
of a close range target aircraft

Aircraft Attriblites
Longitudinal flying qualities
Lateral flying qualities
Directional flying qualities
Multi-axis flying qualities
Rol! performance
Pitch performance
Turn performance
P10 tendencies

Operational Applications
Launch weapon
Lead turn

Target Setup and Maneuver:
Target begin3 at Vc with a 90" crossing angle, 1000 ft above the test aircraft. Ater passing above the test
vehicle, the target begins a 5-6g level turn into the test vehicle. The target maintains 5-6g in level flight
until the end of the maneuver.
Setup:
Begin in 1-g level flight at a trimmed power setting at Vmin.
Maneuver:
When the target passes overhead, turn up and into the target. Aggressively acquire and track the target.
The target should be held in a 30 mil reticle for 2 seconds before the capture is considered complete.
6g 1urnk
6g T
-ur,•

Target Aircraft
(1000 ft Above -lest)

Test
Aircraft
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Stardards:
Desired:
Aggressively acquire aim point within the 30 mil reticle with no more than 1 overshoot ano
within a desired time to accomplish the task. Maintain the target within t 1 e 30 mil reticle at
least 50Y• of the time during !racking.
Adequate:

Aggressively acquire amri point within the 30 mil reticle with no rore than 2 overshoots and
within an adequate time to accomplish the task Maiintain the taiget within the 30 mui reticle
for at least 10% of the time during trackuno

Commenta and Notes:
I The initia; a!t;t.de difference arKd q profile of the target can he, varied ,o change the difficuotv of the
task.
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Potential Maneuver Variations
Variation A:
Setup:
The following airspeeds can be tested to cover a range of aircraft characteristics:
Vmin, (Vmin+Vc)/2, Vc
Variation B
Maneuver:
The maneuver may be completed
aggressively as possible and then
the required reversal and lead the
initially captured, i.e. only perform

3 ways. First, the pilot can drive the pipper to the target as
track the target tirough the reversal. Second, the pilot can anticipate
turn. Or finally, the maneuver may be terminated after the target is
the gross acquisition of the target with no tracking or reversal required.

STEM 9: Pitch Rate Reserve
The pitch rate reserve maneuver is a single-axis, open loop maneuver designed to test nosepointing capability from a turning condition. It is primarily useful to look at pitch rate onset,
maximum attainable pitch rate, and maximum AOA. This maneuver was defined from the
"Angular Reserve" maneuver tested in References 14 and 15. It is similar to the Maximum
Pitch Pull maneuver (STEM 6), except that it is conducted from a loaded condition in a level
turn. It can also be considered as an open-loop version of the High AOA Longitudinal Gross
Acquisition maneuver (STEM 10) and can be used to help define the constraints for STEM 10.
The Pitch Rate Reserve maneuver can be initiated from the AOA for maximum lift or any other
pertinent AOA. It proved useful for generating quantitative data and some pilot comments were
received, but it cannot be used for flying qualities development work because it is not a closedloop task. It was used successfully to determine variations in short period frequency, short
period damping, and maximum attainable angle of attack.
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Intent:
This maneuver is intended to demonstrate the reserve pitch authority available from a loaded condition. It
primarily generates quantitative data but also provides some qualitative data.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: IV
Category: A
Phase: CO
Performance Objective
Aircraft Attributes
Rapidly pitch nose toward a target Pitch authority
from a high AOA condition.
AOA authority
Pitch performance
Maneuverability
Departure resistance
Turn performance

Operational Applications
Pull to force overshoot
Missile jink
SAM break
Nose intimidation
Quick lock for earliest shot

Setup:
The pilot establishes a level turn at the desired AOA and airspeed and selects the desired test power
setting.
Maneuver:
Upon completing the setup, the pilot applies a pure longitudinal, full aft stick snatch. The pilot holds full
aft stick until the nose rate drops below the initial turn rate.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
It is not recommended to use the Cooper-Harper rating scaie with this maneuver because it is open-loop.
Comments and Notes:
1. The best setup technique may depend upon configuration. The technique used during initial
maneuver development consisted of maintaining maximum power setting in a constant AOA turn until
airspeed bled down to the test airspeed. Other setup techniques might include a constant airspeed
turn with increasi, ig AOA, or a constant g turn.
2.

A vertical velocity indicatoe would be helpful to establish a level turn at high AOA. Without it, altitude
control is difficult since the flight path marker (velocity vectcr) is typically outside the HUD field of
view.
Potential Maneuver Variations

Variation A:
Setup:
the maneuver initiation can begin at any tactically realistic condition such as sustained turn rate, buffet
onset, or some other desired test A(A and airspeed

STEM 10: High AOA Longitudinal Gross Acquisition
The High AOA Longitudinal Gross Acquisition maneuver can be used for the evaluation of
longitudinal flying qualities at high AOA. It was develope,' rnd tested under MDA7- 9 and
NASA sponsored10 - 1 1 research to develop flying qualities criteria at several angles of attack. It
is included as one of the initial STEMS maneuvers because of its applicability to high AOA and
the fact that it is a r atively newly developed maneuver. Detlailed maneuver descrip.,,ns can be
found in References 8, 10, and 1I for each AOA tested. A generial description, that can be
modified to a wide range of AOA, is shown on the maneuver description sheet. Specific test
conditions for 300, 450, and 600 AOA are shown in the Variations section. Pilot comments and
ratings are the primary data generated from this maneuver. In addition, some measure of merit
data has been shown to correlate with the comments and flying qualities criteria boundaries
from this maneuver. The High AOA Longitudinal Gross Acquisition maneuver has been used
to evaluate variations in short period frequency, short period damping, and thrust vectoring
nozzle rate limits. This task has been used to evaluate aircraft models with AOA, AOA rate,
pitch rate, and blended longitudinal command systems. It was successfully tested in flight
(luring an Air Force Test Pilot School class project; 12 however, this testing was at low to
moderate AOA. It is also planned to be used to evaluate the ttARV at high AOA.
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Intent:
"Thismaneuver is intended to isolato the fly~rig qualities characteristics of an aircraft during a high AGA
longitudinal capture task. The data generated isprimarily qualiative in nature but some quantitative data
may also, be obtained.
Applicable Ci9asses and 171,91d Categories:
Category: A
Phase: CO
Class: iv
Perfortnance Objective

Aircraft Attributes

Conduct a high AOA grmss
acquisition of a target aircraft.

Lor;gitudinal flyirg qualities
Pitch perfbrmarice
Pl0 tendencie,..

Operational Applications
Weapons~ acquisition
Nose intimridatiun

Target Setup and Maneuver:
The target sets the desired power setting. The target then rolls and puiis into a constant AOA descending
turn. Bank angle sho3uld be adiusted to maintain a pr'edetermined airspeed.

Setup:
The evaluation aircraft begins in~ 1-g !avel flight approximately 3000 ft directly behind the target aircraft.
the task is initiated atwve the desired data-taking altitude at a predetermined airspeed.

Maneuver:
Allow target to reach a predeter'mined angle off nose. Poll to get into the target's maneuver plane and set
ttirottes at test settin~g Hesitate uintil lag position behind target will result in the test AQA during the
capture. Aggressively acquire the tarciet within an 80 mil horizontal band (or reticle). After tlhe capture is
complete, unload, allow ihe target to drit to an offset, and perform another capture. Multiple acquisitions
can be performed before breaking off the mraneu.ve7. Simulator practice is highly des~rable to establish
the best target pwofile a,,d a consistont set uo for the acquisitions.

Suggested Coeper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
Desired:

Aggressively acquire aim point within 80 mils with no more than I longitudinal -vershoot
and within a desired timn to accomplish the task.

Adequate:

Aggressively acquire aim polint within 80 mils with no more than 2 longitudinal overshoots
and within an adtequate time to accomplish the task.

Commrents and Notes:
1. This maneuver was developed arid tested under another effort. The general mnaneuver description is
given here. Specific maneuvers were developed for 30%, 15*, and 60* AGA_ The 30' and 45' AOA
tasks are describeoi in detail in NASA CR-4435, "Flying Qualities Criteria Development Throughi
Manned Simulation for 45' Angle of Attack -Final Report" and the 60' AOA task is described in
"Flyýng Qualities Criteria Developmwit for G0 igle of Attack" (NASA OR to be published in 1993).
2.

Ifhe desired and adWequatce timea refertenced ;n tho Cooper-1farps) per formnar ie sta dards can Do left
vague to try to identify an operationally rneai nghI time from the piiote-d data. ThepefA~ormarice
criilera times can inen be strictly defired to redLKoc vmarrility. Ih eerhii"l~qQade
Crideiia Development for 60' Arngle of Attack" indicates thut ,,5 sec correlated, 1with the pilotc,
porc'wpfion ot desired time to perform this task at 6C' AGA.,
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Potential Maneuver Variations
Variation A:
Target Setup and Maneuver:
The target aircraft can fly a steep,.er descent to test higher airspeed captures.
Variation 8:
Target Setup and Maneuver:
The pilot can test a rar,ý: of ;ag offsets to the target to exercise a range of capture AOAs. Pilot
comments should be studied and if a problem is observed aroUnd a certain AOA range, more exhaustive
,tsting can be Derformed eXclusively at that AOA.
Varhtion C. (Specifics required for -O"AOA testing, F/A-18 target, HARV evaluation)
Targnt S&ý*up and Maneuver:
Targt starts at M=0.6, H-25IJ00 ft. Target rolls ana pulls to establish a descending turn at 20" AOA and
iv;rs to r-iaintairi 200 kt.
Variation D: (Specifics required for 45' and 60' AOA testing, F/A-18 target, HARV evaluation)
Target Setup and Maneuver:
Target starts at M=0.5, H=25000 ft. Target rolls and pulls to establish a descending turn at 25' AOA and
tries to maintain 170-180 kt.

S'TEM 11: Sharkcnhaiisen
The Sharkenhausen maneuver is an excellent tactical representation and a goo test of
control harmony. It requires a rapid, accurate, combined axis capture of an oncoming target.

This rnarneurer is primarily recomirtended for simulation evaluation. It should be investigated
in flight, but the setup geometry may be very difficult to establish in flight and is critical to the
outcome of the rnaneuvez. The intent of this maneuver is to perform a rapid acquisition of the
target, rather than allowing the task to proceed into a tail-chase situation. It can be used t.
compare different variations of a configuration at a set initial condition. It c.an also be used to
detemine the minimum initial downrange separatioin at which the mianuver could' be
accomplished with a certain configuration. This minimt,,'

• q

,,,panron can lien be

,sed to den-y tistrate capability differences. Pilot ratin,,_g-,s"ere taKen during th,: simulation, even
though this is a combined axis task. if was found that the pilot c<,7 inments wert much more
important than the ratings. Some measures of merit were successfuiy used to evaluate design
parameter variations, but others were domin:tcd by pilot variability. The measures of merit
were highly sensitive covariations on ini:ial raiige. The Sharkenhausen maneuver was used to
evaluate variations in longitudinal dynamics (combinations of short period frequency and short
period damping), lateral dynamics (combinations of maximum roll rate and roll mode time
constant), and maximum attainable AOA. It has been used to ývaluate AOA, AOA rate, and
pitch rate command systems in the longitudinal axis.
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STEM 11: Shairkenhauisen

ýýEMS
Intonnt:
This ;naneuver al~cws the acqý,isitiori cape"Aities of an aircraft to be ex~ercised through 1:multiple -axis
acquisition (of a target aircraft. The ability to Pull to! moderately high AQA and maintain good lateral
control on a crosszing tveiis emphasized.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: IV
Category: A
Phase: CO
Performance Objective
Conduct a gross acquisition of an
approaching target aircraft

Aircraft Attributes
Longitudinal flying qualities
La*teral flying qualities
Directional flying qualities
Muiti -axis flying qualities
PlO tendencies
Roll performance
Pitch performance
AOA authority
Maneuvetability
Turn performance

Operational Appllcatonbrs
Launch missile
L-ate radar/visual pickup
Velocity vactor managerment

'target Setup and ManeuiJar:
Target begins co-speed with the test aircraft and with a 180' heading diff erence. Target aircraft begins
5000 ft abreast and 5000 ft higher than the test aircraft. During the maneuver, the target aircraft
maintains straight and level flight at constant airspeed.
Setup:
Begin in 1-g level flight at a trimmed power setting,
Target

.

Aircraft

Trest
Aircraft

5000 ft

Target
-m--1

.3 nm--4v-

Aircraft

Test
Aircraft

f

Maneuver:
When the target reaches, a position 1.3 nm downrange, aggres., vely acquire and track the target. The
target should be captured in ao 80 mil reticle for ? F-econds.
3uggested Cooper-Haiper Rating Performance Standards:
Aggressively acquire amlrpoint within the 30 mil reti-cle with no no~e than 1 overshooi and
D)'ýlr.p:
within a desirod timo's to accomplish the task
A~t~uate -

Aggressively a(,ViF0 aiM point withirn the 80 mil reticle with) no more than 2 overshoots anld
within an adcqucde time to accermpli5;n the task,
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STEM ',1: Sharkent.auson

Comment3 and Notes:
. The initial geometry was varied during simulation until all the test contigurations could acquire the
target without requiring a tail chase. This range may need to be altered for diffeient configurations.
One variation on This maneuver is to vary the initial downrange to determine at what minimum range
an aircraft performance limitation is reached.
2.

This maneuver is probably best performed in a simulator due to the sensitivity upon initial geometry.
Potential Maneuver Variations

Variation A:
Maneuver:
Testing can bo conducted at various initial downranges to determine the minimum range that still allows a
capture of the target before a tail chase is required. The character of the task is completely different if a
tail chase is allowed; therefore, this data should not be usod for comparison other than the fact that the
capture was not obtainable before a tail chase occurred.
Variation B:
Setup:
The following airspeeds can be tested to cover a wide range of aircraft characteristics:
Vmin, Vc, (Vc+Vmax)/2

s9

STEM 12: High AOA I, Al Reversal
"'lle Iligh AOA Roll Reversal manclaver is designed to den~nstrate high AOA/low speed
roll capability and coordination. Theiintent is to evaluate the roll perfonnance of an aircraft at a
relatively constant AOA. It requires the use of full rol! controls to start the roll and full
opposite roll controls to reverse the roll. As a result, it can be used to evaluate the maximum
attainable roll rate, roll coordination, arnd surface rate and position limiting during the reversal.
It was developed from the suggestion of a "High AOA Roll Reversal" maneuver in Reference
14. It is recommended that the Reference 14 setup be used at lower AOA and this maneuver be
used for higher AOA. The setup for this maneuver is designed to get the velocity vector in a
vertical orientation for more stabilized conditions. A variety of angles of attack can be tested,
but there is very little control over the test airspeed. The amount of heading change used
during the maneuver can be altered to suit the specific test objectives and the aircraft being
tested. Smaller heading changes will concentrate the evaluation on the initial roll response, and
larger heading changes will be useful to evaluate maximum roll rate and coordination attributes.
This maneuver is a demonstration of open-loop dynamics and is not intended for the
development of closed-loop flying qualities. It results in primarily quantitative data being
generated. It was successfully used to evaluate variationm in maximum attainable roll rate, roll
mode time constant, and roll acceleration limits.

',
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STEM 12: Loaded Holl Reversal

~5EMS
Intent:
This maneuver allows the investigation of high AOA roll performance in a relatively stabilized flight
condition. Roll onset as well as the aircraft response to a large cross-check input can be evaluated.
Quantitative data is the primary output of this maneuver.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: IV
Category: A
Phase: CO
Performance Objective
Roll quickly and change direction
of roll rapidly while at high AOA

Aircraft Attributes
Roll performance
Roll coordination
Roll authority
Departure resistance

Operational Applications
High AOA roll capability (lift vector
control at high AOA)

Setup:
The entry to this maneuver is basically a split-S. Starting above test airspeed and above test altitude, rol!
inverted and pull to target AOA, setting thrust as required. Hold AOA as pitch angle pulls through to (-90"
+ test AOA) (i.e. where velocity vector is vertical).
Maneuver.
As soon as the above condition is reached, apply maximum roll control. Hold AOA while rolling (appears
as yaw). Choose an outside reference point approximately 180' past the heading at which the roll was
initiated. Upon reaching the desired heading, apply full opposite roll control and hold until passing initial
heading.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
It is not recommended to use the Cooper-Harper Rating scale with this maneuver because it is open-loop.
comments and Notes:
1. Various angles of attack can be tested with this maneuver. However, this maneuver is intended to be
used at post-stall angles of attack. If used at lower angles of attack or with configurations with very
low roll rates, the velocity vector will not remain as close to vertical.
2.

The wind axis bank angle cannot be used as a measure of merit during data processing because of
the singularity present when the velocity vector is vertical. It is recommended that the integral of wind
axis roll rate be used instead.
Potential Maneuver Variations

Variation A:
Maneuver:
Various heading changes can be used for this taSK. Larger heading changes can be used to ensure that
the maximum roll rate is achieved and to better examine por'sibte roll coordination problems. Smaller
heading changes may be more appropriate for, configurations with low maximurn roll rates.

=.-
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STEM 13: Iligii AOA Roll and Capture
'The High AOA Roll and Capture maneuver is designed to isolate high AOA roll capability
and controllability. It has a similar intent as the High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition maneuver
(STEM 10), but this maneuver allows a larger angle change and higher maximum rates to be
developed. However, it does not require as demanding a capture because of the lack of a target
aircraft. Therefore fewer flying qualities deficiencies may be identified. This maneuver was
based on a modification to the "High AOA Roll" niaiv,'uver proposed in Reference 14. The
High AOA Roll and Capture maneuver is intended primarily for post-stall angles of attack and
the Reference 14 maneuver is recommended for lower AOA. The setup is identical to the High
AOA Roll Reversal maneuver (STEM 12), and it is designed to get the velocity vector straight
down to achieve a more. stable condition. This maneuver requires a clearly distinguished
landmark to initiate the maneuver and complete the capture. It was preferred to use a landmark
for a capture instead of a heading on the HUD to be more representative of an air-to-air task
and minimize problems with the display update rates and readability. This maneuver does not
womk well for configurations with very slow roll rate capability because the velocity vector
does not stay vertical after a period of time. The High AOA Roil and Capture maneuver was
used to evaluate variations in maximum attainable roll rate and roll mode time constant. It was
flown with aircraft models that used AOA and rate command systems in the longitudinal axis.
The rate command system was more difficult to maintain a desired AOA throughout the
maneuver. However, it was easy for the pilot to monitor and control pitch attitude d~uring roll,
which then resulted in a roughly constant AOA.
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STEM 13: High AOA Roll and Capture

Intent:
This maneuver is intended to isolate the flying qualities characteristics of an aircraft during a high AOA
lateral capture task. The data is primarily qualitative in nature but some quantitative data may also be
obtained.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Phase: CO
Category: A
Class: IV
Performance Objective
Conduct a high AOA lateral
acquisition by capturing a
heading.

Aircraft Attributes
Lateral flying qualities
Roll performance
Roll coordination

Operational Applications
Shift targets
Turn reversal
Weapons acquisition
Nose intimidation

Setup:
The entry to this maneuver is essentially a split-S. Starting above test airspeed and above test altitude,
roll inverted and pull to target AOA, setting thrust as required. Hold AOA as pitch angle pulls through to
(-90' + test AOA) (i.e. where velocity vector is vertical).
Maneuver:
As soon as the above condition is reached, aggressively initiate full roll control. Maintain target AOA
during entire maneuver including the capture. Continue the turn through approximately 360" to capture
the initial heading. Lead the roll out as necessary to capture the initial heading.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
Desired:
Aggressively roll and acquire heading change within 80 mils with no more than one
overshoot, and within a desired time to perform task.
Adequate:

Aggressively roll and acquire heading change within 80 mils with no more than two
overshoots, and within an adequate time to perform task.

Comments and Notes:
1. Various angles of attack can be tested witn this maneuver. However, this maneuver is intended to be
used at post-stall angles of attack.
2. The maneuver is best set up 180" out from a major landmark (runway, mountain, section line). This
provides a visible initial heading reference and subsequent capture landmark.
Potential Maneuver Variati mns
Variation A:
Maneuver:
Various heading changes can be used for this task. Larger headin, changes carl be used to ensure that
the maXimum roll rate is achieved and to better examine possible ri 11coordination problems.
Variation IB:
Maneuver:
it the longitudirnal centret sysi dOeS rio: co
-, momand AOA, it May bo e,csi;er tor i•, pilot to rmaitairr a
conisanrit pitch attitude d, irmg the roll ralher thdo ADA I his resuits in a reo;liJely conslant AOA roll for
tiS
l lsin .iv i hls t(:IJ Imliqje also al!.ws thet pilot t', :orventma.ite more (on the iatoral axis

STEM 14: Minimurn Speed Full Stick Loop
The Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop maneuver js desigwed to dctermine the minimum
speed at which the pilot can perform a full stick input and the aircraft will contir,ue through a
loop. It is not meant to be an energy-maneuverablity loop (although that is also valuable to
test). It was developed as a safe ,method to determine the airspeed band in whicil full aft stick
cannot be used to perfoim a loop in an operational environment. 'I his maneuver may also be
useable as a possible AOA envelope expansion technique. Durirg the Minimum Speed Fill
Stick Loop, the pilot attempts a loop from the low speed and high speed sides to dfiawe the
undesirable airspeed band. Ihis maneuver was succcssfully used to demonstrate differences
due to the addition of thrust vectoring.

=r
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STEM 14: Minimumn Speed Full Stick Loop
~SEMS
Intent:
This maneuver is intended to define the'minimum controllable airspeed that is required to maneuver
through 90' vertical and continue fne maneuver '-ý an upright straight and level attitude. Information on
pitch authority at low speeds in the vertical as well as roll stability information may also be obtained.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Phase: CO
Category: A
Class: IV
Periormance Object"We
Maintain pitch conirol and
authority through a full loop.

Aircraft Attributes
Pitch authority
AOA authority
Maneuverability
Roil performance
Turn performance
Axial performance
Departure resistance

Operational Applications
Minimum "over-the-top" speed
Vertical reposition
Defensive counter/Vartic~l attack

Setup (Slow Speed):
Start maneuver below required speed to complete a loop.
Maneuver (Rilow Speed):
Pull into the veirtical using full aft stick and note maximurm achievablc3 p~tch attitude and pitch iate. Repeat
maneuver by increasing entry airspeed in 10 knot increments until 80' pitch attitude is reached. Do not
exceed 80* pitch aftitude. i.e. unload aircraft prior to exceeding 80' pitch aititude. Note the pitch rate as
attitude appioache., 80'. Note the minimum speed to reach 80' pitch attitude.
Setup (High Speed):
Start maneuver 0t 100 knots above the minimum requirea speped to reach 80' pitch attitude.

Maneuver (High Speed).
Pull into the vertical using full aft stibk (or maximum allowable load factor) and continue through 90'
vertical. After passing through the vertical continue Pull L~ntii reaching an upright, wings level attitude (0,
pitch is reached) or maximum nosu up pitch attitude is reached whichever is less. Decrease the entry
iirspeed in 10 knot increm.3nt5 and repeat maneuver until the nos(. rate over the top slows to 5 deg/sec
or less. Note th)e minimum entry airspoec6 to completo the over-the-to', manU'Lver with 5 deg/sec rate.

Suggested Cooper- -1arper Raiing Perforrnanre Standards:
1', is riot recomrnendk'Ži to uce hi- Goooer-Harpor Rofitng sca~e with this maneuver.

Comments and Notes:
1. The two airspeeds dleterminedarbovo define an aiirspeed: rarigo in whic,,h !he pilot will nut be able to
complete an over-the-top rnanC;UVe: ;r will have marginal aUthorlty and conrd. T1ho build-up
0cro.;te
A0A rance
provides a test of controllability and control power

STEM 15: Minimum Time 180' Heading Change
The Minimum Time 1800 Heading Change maneuver is a freestyle maneuver that is intended
to demonstrate the ability to change heading by 180'. It is included so that several tactics can
be compared and an aircraft's ability to perform these maneuvers can be contrasted. It is hoped
that this maneuver will allow any unique maneuver capability to be compared to more
conventional tactics. Ideally, the aii craft can perform this maneuver quickly using many
different techniques thereby providing the pilot with more options and allowing him to be. more
unpredictable in combat. The maneuver description specifies the start and end conditions rather
than the technique required to transition between them. For consistency, the end condition
requires a heading angle change of 1800 and requires that the nose be returned to the horizon.
The data generated from this maneuver is very qualitative in nature because it tends to be more
of a demonstration maneuver. Pilot comments, the time to perform each technique, and the
aircraft time history data are the most valuable pieces of information resulting from this
maneuver. A variation in capability was demonstrated during simulation by testing the addition
of thrust vectoring.
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STEM 15: Minimum Time 180" Heading Change

MS
Intent:
This maneuver is intended to demonstrate the possible options a pilot has available to change the aircraft
heading by 180". It should include testing of conventional methods such as level turns, the split-S, and
slices as well as techniques such as a J-Turn. This maneuver is a freestyle maneuver and results in
qualitative data.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: IV
Category: A
Phase: CO
Performance Objective
Change heading by 180" in
minimum time.

Aircraft Attributes
Maneuverability
Pitch performance
Roll performance
Axial performance

Operational Applications
All Airspeeds:
Target switch
Attack abort - bugout
Between Vc and Vmax:
Missile defense (drag maneuver)
Initial WVR turn

Setup:
Begin in 1g level flight at target airspeed.
Maneuver:
Experiment to determine best technique for turning through 180" heading change in minimum time. The
maneuver is complete when the aircraft comes through 180' ieadirg change and the nose is level with
the horizon. No capture is required.
Suggested Cnoper-Harper Rating Performance Standarc ;
:t is not racommended to use the Cooper Harper ratini scale wi', this maneuver.
Comments and Notes:
1. It is desirable to look at the variation in tirnes with lechniquc (i.e. plane of maneuver, etc.). Less
variation is better since this offers the pilot the most possible options and he is therefore less
p-edictable to the adversary.

Potential Mnrieuver Variations
Variation A:
Maneuver:
The following airspeeds can be tested to cover z wide range of aircraft characteristics:
(VminVc)/2, (Vc-iVmax)/2, or others as desired

STEM 16: 1-g Stabilized Pushover
The I-g Stabilized Pushover maneuver can be used to isolate the rnose down control power
available at a high AOA condition. It has excellent repeatability because of its stabilized entry
condition and simple, open-loop pilot input. This maneuver was developed and tested under
NASA/US N research. 16 It is included as one of the initial STEMS maneuvers because of its
applicability to high AOA and the fact that it is a relatively newly developed maneuver. This
maneuver generates primarily quantitative data and some pilot comments. Ratings have been
taken using the NASA!USN Pitch Recovery Rating (PRR) scale.16, 17 The test matrix for this
maneuver should be concentrated around any pitching moment pinch points and include
various angles of attack and center of gravity locations. This maneuver has been used
successfully to evaluate variations in center of gravity location, and control power variations in
simulation. It has been successfully tested in flight using the HARV and production F--18
aircraft. Additional in-flight validation of this maneuver was conducted as a part of an Air
Force Test Pilot School project; 13 however, this testing was at low to moderate AOA
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STEM 16: Itg Stabilized Pushover

Intent:
This maneuver allows a stalbilized evaluation of the nose-own pitch authority at high AQA. This
maneuver generates very cor-sistent quantitative data.

Agvplicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Claass- IV
Category: A
Phase: CO
Performancze Objective
Unload rapidly from a low
speed/high AQA condition.

Aircraft Attributes
Pitch performance
Pitch control maigin
Pitch authority

Operational Applications
Unloaa to accelerate or return to
conventional envelope
Collision avoidance

aetup:
From leve! flight, smoothly apply aft stick and capLure a predetermined pitchi attitude. Achieve a stabilized
AQA and flight path angle at a fixed power setting. (It is desired to have zero pitch rate and stabilized
flight at pushover.)

Maneuver:
Aggressively apply full forward stick untilI below 10' AQA.
Suggested Cooper-Harper~ rlating Performance -'ýtandards:
It is not recommended to use the Cooper-Harper rating scdle with this tnaneu ver because it is open -loop.
However, a special Pitch Recovury Rating scale was developed by NAS"VUSN for use with this
maneuver.
CoinmeV~s and Notes
1. Testing should be conducted at AQA for minimum nose down pitching moment (pincn point) or any
other AQA at which nose down control is questionable. Also should test from xaciically relevant AOAs
such as the AQA for Clmax and AOAmax.
2. This maneuver w-as developed under aniother eff ort. The general maneuver description is given here.
The original study is detailsd in NASA Conference Publication 3149 "High Angle of Attack Nose Down
Pitch Control Requirements for Relaxed Static Stability Combat Aircraft".
Potential Maneuver Variation--

Variation A:
Various throttle settings,should be tested especially for thrust veciored configurations and for aircraft with
a significant vertical th%,;rt line oifset. It is rm~ommended that idle, military, and maximum thrust settings
be tested it a stabili;&-ý atllxdt- can be maintained.
4ai~n B:
Maneuver.,
A targei capture task could be used to finish the maneuver. This Would verity that the pitch rate built up
throughout the mrnanuver coulo be controllably stopped. It would alsu aliow a low speed longitudiriat

Vai

flying qualities evaluatin The Cooper Haipor rating SUIde WOWC. ht appmnprialke for this variation.

Varilation C:
Setup arnd Maneuver:
A simnilar but invertedt maneuver could be used to tevst the ability *,o unload i'rom a negative (1or AOiA
comlditiorl

I110

STEM 17: J-Turn
The J-turn is designed to demonstrate high AOA pitch and roll authority and evaluate
simultaneous denwnds on pitch and roll power. It can be used to evaluate roll capability over a
wide range of AOA. It was developed to emulate the capabilities needed to perform high AOA
tactics 18 that were, identified in the Multi-System Integrated Controls (MuSIC) simulation
studies. 19 The J-Turn does require a general heading capture, but it is not a precise capture,
and therefore it is not intended as a Cooper-Harper Kating task. Instead, this maneuver is
primarily uscxl to gather comments and observe the general capabilities of a configuration. A
sluggish roll will stand out because the pilot will be unable to complete the maneuver properly.
Different combinations of pitch and roll authority will result in much different trajectories. For
example, this maneuver will essentially become a Split-S for configurations with low AOA
authority and high roll authority. Some useful measures of merit can be generated from this
maneuver, but it is primarily designed to he a demonstration maneuver. It was used to test
variations in short period frequency, maximum roll rate, longitudinal command type, awl 1,hnist
vectoring, It was used to test AOA, AOA rate, and blended longitudinal rate command

systems.

71
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STE~M 17., J-Turn

N-SMS
Intent:
This maneuver requires the simultaneous use of high AOA pitch and roll authority. It serves as a good
demonstration maneuver for high AOA maneuverability.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Phase: CO
Class, IV
Category: A
Performance Objective
Rapidly roll over a wide AOA
range.

Aircraft Attributes
Roll performance
Roll authority
Pitch performance
Pitch authority

Operational Applications
Minimum time nose high reversal

Setup:
Begin in straight and level flight over a straight road or landmark and aligned witt
Maneuver:
Apply a simultareods rapid full aft, full lateral control (stick and/or rudder pedal) input. Remove the lateial
input once,the hpafiinghas changed 180" or the aircraft reaches a wings-level inverted position.
Continue maintaining full aft stick. The objective is to finish the maneuver nose-low, 180" out from the
initial heading and track the nose back up to the horizon.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
It is not recommended to use the Cooper-Harper rating scal3 with this maneuver.
Comments and Notes:
1. The maneuver should be performed until the nose passes through Q' pitch attitude, but the data (:an
be compared at any pitch attitude prior to that. For example, it may be desirable to terminate the data
analysis at -90" or -45" pitch attitude to better isolate the initial portion of the maneuver.
Potential Maneuver Variations
Variation A: (Ye' Untried in Sirei 1lation)
Target Setup and Maneuver:
A target begins in straight and level flight at approximately 200 kt with a 180' heading difference from the
test aircraft. Tne target begins 3000 ft above the test aircraft and initiates a split-S to a loop when directly
over the test aircraft.
Setup:
Ihe test aircraft begns in straight and level flight at Vc.
Maneuver:
After the target passeot, .vtuhad and begin:- ts split-S, thle test aircraft maneuvers as necessary Wu
acquire and track the trget
Note ' his variation may be (enOugh different from SI1: M I / to warrant a new S I IM numb 1r, it ii proves
SutICcessfuLI

..
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STEM 18: Tanker Boom Tracking
"The Tanker Boom Tracking maneuver can be used as a high gain tracking task to uncover
potemial PIO problems. It is used as part of Air Force rest Pilot School training and has been
used to evaluate the C--17. During the task, the pilot maintains a position slightly behind the

boom and evaluates the aiility *o precisely controi the aircraft relative to the refueling probe. iP
was flown during simuiation by tracking a fixed boom, but it can also be conducted with the
boom operator moving the probe. If a statiwiary probe is used, it is valuable to evaluate the
ability to reposition between the probe wingtips and the tip of the probe. This helps excite any
possible controllability problem';. The primary data consists of pilot comments, ratings, and
other qualitative information. This maneuver was flown in the simulator using both fighter and
transport aircraft. It is belitvtd to be more difficult to fly in the fixed-base simulator than kt is
in flight. It appeared that PIO tendencies were exaggerated and it was difficult to control the
range to probe. These were attributed to the reduced pilot cues as compared to flight. It is still
believed to be a valaaih. task; however, fixed-base simulation may result in an overly
pessimistic evaluation. Variations in short period ftreuency, short period dsmping, hr! roll
mode time constant were evaluated m the fixed-baw, simulation. This mneuver has aIrPWy
been conducted in flight, but it would be also interesting to test in a motiorn-base simulator.
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STEM 18: Tanker Boom Tracking

~K~AMS
Intent:
Thlis maneuver isintended to evaluate high gain flying qualities. It will highlight high gain/high sensitivity
flight contircl system deficiencies and possibly uncover low phase and gain margins. This maneuver
provides primarily qualitative data in the form of pilot comments although Cooper.-Harper Ratings, PlO
ratings, arid frequency response analysis data may be appropriate for certain configurations.
Applicable Clasvses and Flight Caitegories:
Class: all
C09togiory: A
Phase: HR
Performance ObjectlVe
Precisely track and maintain
range to the tanket boom.
Precise Pttitude, altitude, and
airspeed control.

Aircraft Attributes
Longitudinal flying qualities
Lateral flying qualities
Directional flying qiamties
Axial flying qualities

Operational Applicitions
Aerial refueling
Formation flying

Multi-axis flying qualities

PlO tendencies
Target Setup and Maneuver:
Tanker flies straight and ieveý at constant airsopeed.
Setup:
Begin in a prpcontart pxisition (50 it tehind tanker boom with the pipper on the end of the boomn) at test
airspeed.

Maneuver:
Nlalntain a pisitiort 10-50 ft behind thiA boorn with the pipper on a precise location (end of boom, light on
end of boomn, etc.). Change aim points on the boom periodically to evaluate repositioning capability. A
suggested new aim point is the boomr wingtips. The end of the boom can Ue used throughout thn task if
the boom operator makes small random hor'zontal and vertz-al movements with the boom.

Suggested Cooper-H-arper H~atg Perfor'mance Standards:ý
Desired:
Na objectiona~le PlOW. M~a1;7tain desired airn point within a 30 mil reticle for at least '-lo%of
,he task.
Adequattc:

Maintain desired aim point within ar50 mil reticle for at ieast 7;0% of the task.

Comments and Notes.
i . Tracking with a fixed mil tolerance isv'ery dependent upon range betweern the aircr! arid 1,ieP boomn.
2. The maneuver can Inccrporate use of the throttles or they can W~ isolated fromn the task. A p~jre
!'acking task can be accomplished by having a second pilot control the thro!!les while the, evaluation
pilot concentrates o~n track~rg. The tracking capabilities car, be severely degraded by requiring the
pilot to a;so ccntro! range to the target.

3.RangG control in the Sili.!ulatiori was difficult due to tWe !acl of closure cues. Pilots often devoted
more timne to range control than pipper trarcýkir.g.

4

_Test ShOUld b0 flowl ;n nun;r kirtxjlort conditions
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STEM 18: Tanker Boorn Tracking

Potential Maneuver Variations
Variation A:
Target Setup and Maneuver:
The tanker can maintain a 30. bank turn to allow tracking while in a turn. Alternatively, the ,anker can
transition from right to left 30' banked turns.
Variation B:
Maneuver:
Range can also be eliminated from the task by starting out at 500-1000 ft behind the tanker and setting a
known airspeed. Track the boom as the range decreases until in precontact position. Then reduce power
and track as range increases again. When flying an aircraft with poor tracking characteristics, a potential
measure of merit is the minimum range that tracking is possible within a set mil tolerance.
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STEM 19: Tracking in Power Approach
The Tracking in Power Approach Maneuver is included as a method to evaluate Power
Approach (PA) flying qualifies at a safe altitude prior to conducting any demanding landing
tasks. It requires the evaluation pilot to track a target that is making turns. This is used to help
evaluate the ability to recorrect onto the glide slope precisely and quickly. Tracking in Power
Approach was an existing maneuver but was further tested here for validation and because it
may not be a well recognized evaluation maneuver. In particular, the maneuver was used on
the F- 15 STOL and Maneuvering Technology Demonstrator (S/MTD) program. During the
STEMS development, the Tracking in Power Approach maneuver was tested with both fighter
and transport aircraft models. Different target profiles were used for each aircraft class to
represent the maneuvering requirements. This maneuver was used to evaluate variations in
CAP, short pericd damrping, roll mode time constant, and roll sensitivity. The maneuver
provided a valuable evaluation for the fighter model, but it seemed to require a relatively large
chlinge in transport dynamics to result in any significant change. As a result, additional
maneuver development is suggested before using this maneuver for transport aircraft. The
•arget profile for the transport testing should potentially be more aggressive than the 150
heading change every 15 sec that was tested. In fact, the target profile may need to be more
aggressive for both the fighter and transport tasks because both tasks tended to be somewhat
benign. Also testing to date indicates that this may not be a valid maneuver for aircraft which
are strongly backside at the noirinal approach speed. The primary data generated from this
maneuver appears to be pilot comments and ratings.
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19: Tracking In PA

Intent:
This maneuver is intended to evaluate the precise tracking capabilities in a landing configuration. It can
be performed at a safe altitude before precision landings are attempted but it tends to be a lower gain
task. It generates primarily qualitative data in the form of pilot comments and ratingsApplicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: all
Category: C
Phase: PA
Performance Objective
Maintain precise control
c",pabilities of an aircraft
configured for PA.

Aircraft Attributes
Longitudinal flying qualities
Lateral flying qualities
Directional flying qualities
Axial flying qualities
Multi-ax1• flying qualities
Frontsideiuacksi1e operation

Operational Applications
Precision landing

Target Setup and Maneuver:
Begin in straight and level flight at 15000 ft altitude at the approach speed of the test configuration. Begin
1500 ft directly ahead of the test aircraft. Perform gradual S turns with periods of straight flight between
turns. Maintain constant altitude during the maneuver.
Setup:
Begin in PA configuration on approach speed and with a thrust for level flight throttle setting.
Maneuver:
Select specific reference points on the target aircraft and track with a 10 mil reticle. Aim point repositions
on the target aircraft can also be exercised during the maneuver.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance St. ndards:
Desired:
No PIO. Pipper within ±5 mils of aim point 50% of the task and within ±25 mils the
remainder of the task.
Adequate:

Pipper within ±5 mils of aim point 10% of the task and within ±25 mils the remainder of the
task.

Comments and Notes:
1. Different target profiles were required for variations in aircraft class. The target for the fighter aircraft
performed a 30" heading change every 20 sec with periods of straight flight between Smaller
heading changes were needed for the transport aircraft. The target for the transport aircraft
performed a 15' heading change every 15 sec. A more rapidly moving target may be useful to
increase the pilot gain and workload to expose deficiencies better.
2.

The Cx.)opr--Ha:per Rating performarýce criteria could be redefined by allowing the target to reach the
new heaomr arnd subsequently rating how quickly the heading deviation could be corrected
Potent itl Matwuver Variations

Varat ion A,
Target Setu • ,r,,d,•Marieuver
Pewforrn the sawe ý' -areuvering s•: d.scried ao,'ve, b..t follovi a typical glideslcpoý instead of !ai'n.lrai nm

altitudoe

7

STEM 20: Offset Approach to Landing
The Offset Approach to Landing maneuver is a well established technique to evaluate the
flying qualities of an aircraft. It provides a very important evaluation of PA flying qualities and
produces valuable comments. Several variations of this maneuver have been used in the past.
As a result, this maneuver description is not an attempt to supersede that work, but it is meant
to sunmnarize the intent and give general guidelines for the maneuver. This maneuver can be
applied to all aircraft classes, but the offsets and distances must be tailored to the aircraft type.
Also, a valid and useful evaluation technique is to continue trying more demanding offsets until
problems arise. The offset required in simulation may be more severe than desired in-flight
because of safety-of-flight considerations and the naturally increased pilot gains for in-flight
evaluations. Finally, the Cooper-Harper Rating performance criteria should be based on the
aircraft type. The desired arid adequate landing regions should be based on the intended
mission and aircraft class such as Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL), Conventional takeoff
and Landing (CTOL), fighter, transport, etc.
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STEM 20: Offset Approach to Landing

S

MS

Intent:
This maneuver provides a demanding flying qualities task to test the ability to control flight path and
speed while the aircraft is configured for approach. The data obtained is primarily qualitative in nature.
Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: all
Category: A
Phase: PA
Performance Objective
Aircraft Attributes
Maintain ability to precisely control Longitudinal flying qualities
flight path and speed in a landing Lateral flying qualities
configuration.
Directional flying qualities
Axial flying qualities
Multi-axis flying qualities
P10 tendencies
Maneuverability

Operational Applications
Breakout at minimums off center
Side-step approach and landing

Frontside/backside operation
Setup:
Begin 0.6 nm short of touchdown point, 0.14 nm right of centerline, 200 ft AGL, on approach speed, on
correct flight path angle.
Maneuver:
Attempt to correct and land on speed at touchdown point with the proper heading. Try to maintain desired
glide slope throughout maneuver.
Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards:
The following criteria may need refinement based on the aircraft class and precision desired.
Desired:
Accomplish touchdown within a 20 ft wide by 60 ft long aiming box.
Adequate:

Accomolish touchdown within a 50 ft wide by 100 ft long box.

Comments and Notes:
1. Also must conduct maneuver in Itroulence, gusts, and wind shears.
2. 'rho initial geometry to begin the correction to the runway may need to be less severe for in-flight
testing than is used for simulation, Also modifications to the initial geornety are needed based on
aircraft class (the geometry shown is for class IV aircraft).
Potential Maneuver Variations
Variation A:
Setup;
Variations in initial offset and distance from desired touchdown point can be tested to determine the most
aggressive correction that can be made successfully.
Variation B:
Setop and Maneuver:
,equire-a curvilinreor appror

ch fpoth inste(ald of an t'raight offset zpproachl.

Variation C:
Maneuver;
e.luifre the prior to reconfi(iurt, twe aiucratt to the lYpp~oiCti cort(oiJra_1t n 'It the be)i0ri(rrui
his wouid poteentiilly exposte.,
,
mns in tr1r0sti itS between cur fu(Jurdt1oris

of the tas;k
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